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OFF AGAIN,

BILLS PASS AS FAST AS
THEY CAN BE REPORTED

New Mexico Bond Issues Are
Idated For Institutions
and Armories.

Examination,' of Dr.
Evans. Making
NO APPRECIABLE

ON AGAIN AND

GONE AGAIN

Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 28. No bill
Washington, Feb. 28. Both thi
senate and the house today agreed to In the present legislative assembly
the conference report upon the mill- - has created quite so much discussion
tary academy appropriation bill, as council bill No. 68, Introduced by
which now goes to the president.
Mr. Cameron, democratic member of
the council, at the session yesterday
Relief for Homesteaders.
Washington, Feb. 28. A bill pass- afternoon. This is a new district at
the
ed the house providing for relief of torney bill, which provides for
In each
homesteaders and other entrymen. election of district attorneys
under the land laws, who have beon county in the territory, commencing
required to pay more than legal fees. at the next general election in 1908.
To be a district attorney under the
commissions and purchase money.
provisions of this bill, one must be a
Naturalized Citizens Must Live Here. licensed attorney, must have resided
Washington, Feb. 28. The house in the territory two years prior to
agreed to the conference report bl'.!. the election and must be over 21
The duties prescribed
regulating passports and providing years of age.
for th expatriation of naturalized for the district attorney In this bill
citizens of the United States when would iill a column and a half. At
they remain abroad a number of all events, under the provisions of
years.
The report was adopted yea' this bill, the district attorney would
The salary to be
terday by the senate and now goes to earn his money.
paid Is as follows: Counties in class
the president.
A shall pay $1,000 per annum, with
Matters Iurely Ixcal.
an additional $500 per annum from
Special to The Evening Citizen.
the territory; counties in class B shall
Washington, D. C. Feb. 28. Th9 pay $800 per annum, with an addi
house bill to validate the acts of the tional $400 from the territory; coun
Ne
Mexico legislature. In authoriz
ties of class C shall pay $700 per an
ing Tond issues for several territor num, with an additional $300 from
ial Institutions, and for armories at the territory, and all other counties
Albuquerque and Las Vegas, passed shall pay $500 per annum, with an
the Benate without any amendment.
additional $250 from the territory.
The house bill to nuiet title and The bill was referred to the commit
dispose of the merchantable timber tee on territorial affairs.
The prob
on the Jlcarlllo Indian reservation, abilities are that It will never get any
passed the Benate with three amend- further than the council.
ments.
The appointment of HUid
Mr. Murray Introduced council bill
was confirmed.
No. 67, by request
This bill provides for the creation of the office of
DOUK1IOBORS CAUSING
territorial geologist and for a geologi
CONSIDERABLE TROUBLE, cal survey for New Mexico, and for
Yorkton, Sask., Feb. B,. So trou Other purposes.
The bill was re
blesome have the Doukhobors become ferred to the committee on railroads,
that mounted police had to be requls employes, labor and commerce.
The
tloned to keep them In order. They bill carries a salary for the territor
have refused to pay taxes and attack ial geologist of $1,600 per annum and
ed the head colle.ior and his staff provides that the sum of $4,000 Bhall
when they called f.ir the taxes. They be appropriated for this office, out of
contend that they are not rutject to which shall come the salary, traveling
taxes as they are llv'ng in communal expenses, etc. It shall be his duty to
colonies. The Du.ikhobors, who un- conduct mineral surveys and re
til a few years aso were a source searches.
The bill Is of particular
of annoyance became some of them interest to mining fraternities.
insisted on going naked, have be
In the Issue of The Citizen of sev
come famous farmevs tni are grow eral days ago your correspondent re
ing rich, maintain many of their ported Representative Mlrabal as be
ancient customs. Prosecutions are ing forced to vote by a vote of the
now pending against 99 of them for house on a bill which he Introduced.
an attack on the tax collector and a This was an error.
Mr. Lucero y
bill will be Introduced Into parliament Montoya, of Bernalillo county, did not
to dispossess them of their lands un want to vote on the bill and Mr. Mlra
less they consent to become citi bal made a motion that he (Lucero)
zens.
be allowed to reserve his vote, and In
general confusion Mirabal's name
the
FAMOUS
SECURES
transposed for Lucero's.
was
DIVORCE IN NEW YORK.
New York, Feb. 28. Mrs. George
M. Cohan, known on the stage as LATEST WORD RECEIVED
FROM THE LEGISLATURE.
Ethel Levey, was today granted ai
absolute divorce from her husband,
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 28. The
George M. Cohan, playrlght and ac council this afternoon is engaged in
tor. At the preliminary hearing, considering council bill No. 65, by
over a week ago, depositions were Spless, an act for the settlement of
read telling of visits Cohan made to disputed accounts of public official.
certain houses In Chicago In Novem
This morning the council held a
ber last. Cohan did not appear, but busy session, lasting until noon.
A
through counsel denied the charges. petition from Clayton was received,
The decree granted by Justice Paux bearing 1,500 signatures, asking for
was made absjlutsly today, no ap- the passage of the Spless anti-gapearance having ben entered for thi bling bill.
respondent.
The committee of finance, Sargent,
Mr. Chan Is said ti
be the best dr.H-t.- l
woman on Ilia chairman,
reported
on
favorably
American stage.
council bill 42, an act providing a
method for assessing bank stock.
This bill passed the council without
dissension.
The committee on railroads, Dun
can, chairman, reported favorably on
house bill 95, relative to the sale
liquor on trains, amending it to be
come effective April 1, instead of lm
KANSAS EXECUTIVE APPROVES mediately after passage.
This bill
or
passed without dissension.
Cameron's
It re
VISIT 1X KEN. ROSS.
quires a license for each buffet car, to
cost 1200 each.
The following bills were Intro
to The Evening Citizen,
" duced:
Lawrence, Has., Feb. 28.
Council bill No. 70, by Spless, an
Gov. Hoch of Kansas
sent to
act providing for the condemnation
e Gen. HuKh Cameron, the Kan- of property by railroads for extension
sus htrmit, the following letter
of lines, switches and terminal facilihe commended the gen- f ineralwhich
ties.
This bill was passed by unanion the
long pilgrimage
mous vote under suspension of the
which he la about to take to
T
rules.
e Albuiiueniue to visit
Council bill No. 71, by Murray, an
jf
t Hogg:
act to amend section 2, chapter 80, of
February 26. 1907.
General Hugh Cameron, Law- the session laws of 1903, relative to
renre, Kansas.
county affairs. Referred to the comf
My Dear General:
The pll- - e mittee on county and county lines.
4 griniage which you are about to at
Council bill No. 72, by Murray, an
T enter
as bearer of a message of at act to amend the change of venue
good will to Hon. E. G. Hoss, 4' laws. Referred to the committee on
formerly United States senator e Judiciary.
from this state, is one which V
The following bills reported from
considering your age and the f the house were taken up:
circumstances appeals strongly sT
Substitute for council bill No. 13,
to my sympathies and ad m Ira- exempting beet sugar factorlels, etc.,
4i tiun.
I know of no greater In- from taxation for six years, passed
stance in history of the Intoler- - f the
council, Sargent dissenting.
of public opinion in times sT
t tince
bill No. 20. for the building
of excitement than In the case of t' of House
a brick hall, stable and sidewalks
4 Senator Kosg. He was the victim
at the Santa Fe county Jail by convict
n
4 'f prejudice and
and it
e is no credit to our common hu- - sV labor, was referred to the committee on territorial affairs.
4 inanity that he has never recov- House bill No. 66. relative to the
4 ered from it, although the ma- - e
delivery of telegraph messages, was
4 ture Judgment of mankind has,
I think, long since decided that 4 referred to the committee on railroads.
4 he tli'l a heroic and right thing
House bill No. 93, an act relative lo
4 I wiHh you a pleasant pilgrim- e age ami a Joyful meeting with 4 the duties of aud!.or, was referred to
4 tile committee on finance.
4 your old friend.
House bill No. 94, relative to th
Cordially yours.
4
4
taxation of telegraph lines, was
E. W. IIOOH.
4
to the committee on railroads.
,
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COMISSIOII

ADVANCE

FOR PROSECUTION'S

CAPT. RUPPE

CLOSED

CASE

At New York But Verbal Ar
gument Will be Held at .

Not Possible For the Trial to Close
This Week as Delmas Desired It Should.

Active Legislature and Very Read- able Account of Same by
Citizen Correspondent.

Val- -

HEARING BY THE

Spends Day In Tiresome Cross

Work Is Its Own District Attorney. In- Of the Session-Mu- ch
troduced by Lone Democrat
Done Now In Very
In the Council.
short order.
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IT

DELAYS

Washington.

New York, Feb. 18 When
the
NO PLAN IS ADOPTED YET
Thaw trial was resumed today Dr,
Evans was recalled and the cross
examination continued by Jerome.
When court adjourned last evening
ON HARRIMAH'S REFUSAL
Evans was given copies of letters.
which are In evidence, as well as
the will and the codicil, that he
;
;
might be prepared for a cross exam
Or That of Kahn to Answer Iminatlon on the theory; that the docu
ments contain evidence of unsound
portant Questions Presented
mind. Jerome spent twenty minutes
by the Commission.
In an endeavor to hat Evans say he
had read the documents "carefully."
He would only say that he had done
New York, Keb. 28. When the In
the best he could, olid Jerome told
ON terstate Commerce commission reagain.
WHO
IS
H.
HARRIMAN.
MILLIONS.
MASTER
E.
OF
him to read
them
...
.,
1.
1sumed Its Investigation of the Harri-ma- n
.
I
v nil
I
aims Ti'
diu n'l.i
'
lines today, it was with the un-- I
I I
jj
Dlstrtet Attorney Jerome continued CARPET BEFORE INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
derntanddng that a few hours would
f I
his examination of Dr. Evans, one of
conclude tha himrlnff
f
the alienists for the: defense In the
j
l
It was said by the counsel for the
I
of Hurry K. Thaw. The entire
trial
government today that no steps ha4
I I morn In or was taken ut with Questions
V""k
' FLYING ON THE yet
OIL
DIRT
NOW!
IS
STANDARD
IS
been taken to place before the
concerning the details of certain
courts the question raised by the reI
Thaw letters, which had been admitt
fusal of Harrlman and Kuhn to exted In evidence, In which Dr. Evans
plain certain matters relative to the
PANAMA CANAL
said there is evidence that Thaw was
OF
SOME
TRYING
holdings of stocks.
insane at the time of the writing. The
Before the hearing It was said that.
lont, drawn out cross examination of
contrary to expectations,
Wm. O.
Evans precludes the possibility of the
AT GREAT RATE
Rockefeller would not be called te
OLD TRICKS
defense concluding; its case this week.
testify regarding the' alleged sale te
It Is said that the Evans cross exam
him by Harrlman of 800,000 shares
ination will occupy all of tomorrow's
of Union Paolfio at the time of tha '
f
sessions.
Temporary Aberration of Minil
Steve Adams Makes Sensa So Says Chief Engineer
ot th
Dr. Evans said tftt some of the
HOWARD NESBIT,
.Chicago & Alton was called to show
instability,
but
showed mental
DIs-- ;.
letters
Against
Charges
tional
to
Who
ens.
Refuses
I
TI10 Vnnatural Brother Wlio la Relied not Insanity in
that about tl.000.000 from the Inthe sense that he
On by Jerome to Break the Force
come, as against the' proceeds from
Insane.
would remain permanently
Detectives.
.'
Resignation.
cuss
of His Sister's Testimony, After
sale of securlU?s,was Include In tb.
Some of the letters were from Thaw
Living on the lroflts of
2I,- .statement which ""showed that
to Evelyn, one of these the doctor
' Her Sluune.
1000,000 had been expended in imsaid showed a lack of sense of the CHIEF WILKIE HUNTING
ONLY INTERVENTION CAN
provements. The twenty-tw- o
million
proprieties, and varlois other things
,1.
an un.
wMih Iia hollAVAii Minwed
TREASURY
THIEF
CHICAGO
WAR-'
PREVENT
GENERAL
House bill No. 96. relaUve to the TOUnd mlar
....
SV
: I
duties of sheriffs, was referred to the
I lost June,
and paid for by cor rust
Howard' SUuitling. ' '
Brother
ii"
committee on finance.
certificates.
This reduces the
It begins to be doubtful If Jerome
Chicago, Feb.
28. Information
Feb. . 28.. .According penses
Substitute for house bill No. 101. will Introduce Howard Nesbit as a
. .
from the sale of securities tn
emto
.
detectives,
said
be
the
in
that
to
yau.es.....
relative to the recording of chattel witness. The attitude of the young ploy
xlton betWeen $18,000,000 an
of the Standard Oil company, department today from Chief Engln' the
mortgages, was referred to the com man toward the trial has In common
f 19,000,000.
shadowing
movements
Cule-br- a
had
been
the
of
eer
Stevens,
excavation
the
mtttee on Judiciary.
I
Now York Hearing Ended.
opinion, already strengthened
the of attaches of the United States dU
cut for the month will amount to
House bill No. 136, fixing the time I Thaw cause.
The Interstate Commerce commls- office, created a sen' almost 650.000 cublo yards. Stevens
attorney's
trlut
on today conciuded Ua New York
for holding court In Otero and othe
satlon yesterday In connection with says the present organisation, work- - hearing
investigation of the
counties, passed the council by unani
Investigation of the Stand- Ing one shift, can In the near future operationsupon therelation
the
federal
of the Union
and
mous vote.
ard's methods. The fact that the dis- take out approximately
1,000,000 pucfic system, though there will be
covery occurred so close to the open- yards of earth monthly.
jan oral argument heard at Washlng- SOME VIEWS GATHERED
ing of the trial, which is scheduled
ton on an April date to be decided
BY NEARBY INSPECTION.
for next Mondny, stirred the federal STEVENS REFUSES TO
later. The testimony has probably all
officials to vigorous action. United
Santa Fe, Feb. 28. The hard
DISCUSS RESIGNATION, been taken. There has been no
States District Attorney Sims immo
work being done by the committees
Feb. 28. The resignation ctslon yet as to appointing the courts
dltely reported the matter to the sec- of
of the house and council of the legis
John F. Stevens, chief engineer of to compel Harrlman and Kahn o an-tresult
the
with
service,
he
ret
that
yesterday
was
an
shown
when
lature
Panama canal, has caused aston- - swer many Important questions
suspicion Is pructtcally confirmed.
avalanche of bills was reported in
here.
Stevens refused to cllned by them; but this question will
both branches of the assembly, and
discuss his action or the cause, say- - be considered by the commission stADAMS
CLAIMS
CONSPIRACY
to Washington,
considered. In the house during the
Its
AGAINST MINK ItS' I.KAOKKS ing that the Information must come terThe return
closing hours of the hearing
afternoon session the Judiciary comfrom Washington.
deliber28.
a
Wallace,
Feb.
That
. brought
mittee, of which Mr. Holt Is the harda statement from Comptrol- ate conspiracy was formed between
working chairman, reported on seven
Malh
that financial statements
ler
Central
Gencral
War.
American
the officers of the penitentiary and
Pacific
bills, all of which had been carefully
advices were not sent to Southern
Panama. Feb. 28. From
implicate the leaders
to
detectives
the
months beconsidered, and the house took action
received here the indications are that stockholders for several
Minrs,
of
Fedrallon
Western
the
of
meeting
of July
directors
accordingly. The bills were:
Professor Esplnosa Claims in the assassination of
there will be a general conflict fore the was
of
a
contradiction
This
last.
America,
throughout
unless
Central
Susbstltute for house bill No. 101,
Steuvenberg, and that the conspiracy
suggestion
testimony.
The
Language of New Mexico
friendly
United
of
Intervention
the
the
an act relative to the recording of
was to be backed by false evidence,
came from Commissioner Harlan that
chattel mortgages; house bill 96, rela
obtained by threats and bribes, was States and Mexico proves effective.
30 per cent dividend Is Illegal under
Castllian.
Is
Pure
by
Steve
in effect the charge made
tive to the duties of sheriffs and
Illinois constitution, and a lengthy
the
today.
which provides that If after the ex
Adams before the court
Illinois Farmer Kills Four People.
of the proprletery of the
discussion
111.,
Bloomington,
piration of a term of office of one
Feb. 28. Thos. capitalization of old expenditures for
Interesting
of
the
most
The
feature
Baldwin, a rich farmer and former the betterments on the Alton, was
SO CI.UE YET AS TO THE
sheriff there are any executions or
processes to be served, the succeeding second meeting of the New Mexico
MONEY LOSS. merchant of Colfax, shot and killed engaged In.
in
society,
hall
of
held
Historical
the
official shall serve them. These bills,
Chicago, Feb. 28. John E. Wllkle, Charles Kennedy and wife, Mrs. Sim
Before ICn ltemcmlwrel.
house of representatives, on Tues
which were reported favorably, pass the
chief of the secret service of the Elsman and daughter Cora today.
Charles W. Hillard, comptroller of
an address by Proday
evening,
was
toed the house.
Baldwin was arrested. Baldwin, who the Alton, was then called.
Kellogg
fessor Esplnosa, of the University of United States, arrived In Chicago
House bill No. 57, an act relative New Mexico, on "The Spanish Lan day and Immediately took charge of is a widower, aged 68, was under bond endeavored to show that the Harrlcharged with criminal assault 0:1 man management of the Alton had
to observance of the Sunday law, re- - truatre of New Mexico and Southern the Investigation of the recent robHo capitalized the debt of the old Joliet
ported unfavorably, was tabled by the Colorado," In his valuable paper on bery of the
It was an- Cora Elsman, who Is but 14.
settled with the girl's father for ft Chicago road, prior to 18(3, but
house, on motion of Ruppe.
this subject, Prof. Ksplnosa. traced the nounced by government olllclals to- hadsum
money, but was subse- Hillard said his knowledge of the
House bill No. 60. an act providing language of the section referred to In day that no definite clue has been aquently ofarrested, and
blamed Ken-nod- y road's affairs did not go so far back.
and no arrests are in Imthat suits against county officers Bhall Ills address, from lis origin in the obtained prospect.
and Mrs. Elsman for the proseIt seems now t
be brought In the county In which the sixteenth century through its many mediate
time. His de be the belief of the olllelals that a cution.
ARMY LEAVE HOLBS
olllcers hold office, was reported un changes to the pre.-eANNUAL CONVENTION.
favorably and was tabled indefinitely duction wns that the present lan- robbery was committed.
10
Grant
Cent
Per
guage spoken by the natives of this
Washington, D. C, Feb. 28. The
by the house.
inper
Chicago,
28.
cent
Feb.
Ten
is practically the pure Castll
of
the Navy
annual convention
House bill No. SO, an act relative to region
crease In wages, benefiting 800 workWOMEN TO
llan. In the com-.- ; of his talk the CLUB
league of the United States will comflooring
was
ers
the issuance of marriage licenses by sneaker
mills,
of
announced
illustrated his points with
The
this afternoon.
yesterday by the Lumbermen's asso- mence here
Justices of the peace, was reported many Interesting f icts and compari
league Is divided Into thirty-eigh- t
go
unfavorably and tabled indefinitely.
will
effect
ciation.
scale
Into
The
CITY
VISIT
FATHERS
sons.
In a different
Council bill No. 18, an act relative
March 1 and be in force until next sections each located
Prof. W. E. Oanlson of the Santa
section of the country and delegates
to the Issuance of marriage licenses Fe high school g ; a most realistic
year.
from each section are present. The
by Justices of the peace, was reported description of tin; ruins and petro
When the city fathers meet on
Is the most notable gathconvention
Many
Typhoid
AllllrU
Sailor.
unfavorably an dtabled Indefinitely.
Cristobal
ited
night,
San
Monday
they will be confrontgraphs of the des
ering of naval olllcers ever held in
New York, Feb. 28. The battleCouncil bill No. 16, an act relative pueblo, west of Galisteo. The lecture ed by a committee from the AlbuImportant matters are
to special levies by county commis- was to have bei
Illustrated with querque Woman's club, with a peti- ship Connecticut, of whose crew a this country.
typhoid fever set for discussion, among them being
sioners for feeding Jail prisoners, was stereoptlcan views, but owing to a tion usklng for an ordinance prohib- number contracted
reported favorably by the committee, defect in the plat s this portion of iting children from playing with guns. while crulMlng In the West Indies, ar- the question of the efficiency of
today.
It is reported that heavy draught and heavy armored
but tabled Indefinitely.
the entertainment l ad to be omitted. Tlie matter came up at the last meet- rived
At the banquet to be
member of the crew are battleships.
This is a sample of the work being
The meeting w: ' presided over by ing of the club and Mrs. K. O. Wilson sixty-fiv- e
tonight the foldelegates
given
ihe
with
stricken
disease,
the
fifteen
of
president
Prince,
appoint
was
i.
to
done by these committees, the memselected
a
committee
Bradford
lowing will attend and make speechof the society, wl: gave another of to take charge of the movement. The whom are In a critical condition.
bers working night and day.
es:
lion. Victor H. Metcalf. secreThe committee on education is now his interesting tall f on the work of subject will be discussed again tomortary of the navy; Hon. Truman H.
Wendell Phillip Gurrlsun Bead.
getting down to work on the educa- the society, durlnj.- - which he entered row when.lt is thought, definite plans
Newberry, assistant secretary to the
New York, Feb. 28. Wendell Philtional bill, which, to say the least, is an earnest plea t it the legislature will be decided upon. The Woman's
attracting considerable attention and take steps to recov r the New Mexico club women see the necessity of pro- lips Garrison, son of William Lloyd navy; Admiral George Dewey, Ad
not a little opposition to certain sec- Archives, which w re taken from the tection from the small boy with a gun, Garrison, abolltlonlBt and for mur miral Crlpp, Admiral Endicoit, Adthan forty years editor of the New inlral Koe. Admiral foughlati, am!
tions. Mr. Abbott, of Santa Fe, H territory four ye; a ago. Valuable and hope to get from the city council the desired ordinance.
York National, died last night, at the others.
chairman of this committee. It will records and relics vere again on
banners
age of 66 years.
probably be necessary to consider this hibitlon, as were if
BHITUVS OLDEST 1MIA1U- Lieutenant Ze- bill by sections, which will take sev- bearing likenesses
annl-indiT YNT 10T YEA Its Ol.O.
TO
BE
PENITENTIARY
o
hundredth
1'ike,
the
bulon
1
I AWAY
eral days of hard work.
However, versary
JS- -I'Minlitiruh. Scotland.
Kth
on New
whose
of
HOUSE
MEK
WITH
a careful consideration of the measof
Borochtlly.
Grieve,
a
native
on Monday of
John
ed
oceu
Mexican
soil
MOUNTED
POLICE
FOItCE.
ure may result In the elimination of
Glenquolch. In Glengarry, is celebra-In- g
MOVED FROM YUMA
the objectionable features in com- this week.
his 107th birthday today. He is
Special
to
Evening
The
Citizen.
mittee and save a lot of hard work MAHATMA TEMI'I.K IS
n ulwuhril
h:il
utnl hMrtv
mil
Santa Fe, Feb. 28. The house
for the assembly as a whole.
greatly enjoys his "Wee drap" punch
opi:.m:i
IN UXIKN.
Is In a busy session anil many
The Judiciary committee is holding
He live
and Ills pipe of tobucco.
The "Temple of e Special to The Evening Citizen. 4
bills were reported by the comLondon, Feb. !
night sessions, the finance commitvery simply, mostly on oatmeal and
mittees.
was upei I here today by 4
The house p.issed
rhoenlx, Ariz., Feb. 2H. (Jov.
Mr. Holt Truth"
tee filling in the Interim.
milk, and seldom eats meat, lie still
I'aramahamsa,
house bill No. 40, by Mirabal. to
Agamya (!'
Kibbey has appointed the fol- Is chairman of these committees, and Srli
wears the kilt which he purchased
abolish the mounted police force,
the Mahatnia, wl. has been In Lon-- .
lowing committee to Investigate 4
finds
ts
to
sleep
a
he
time
when
Just
41 years ago and could never be perafter considerable opposition,
teaching the edanta philosophy 4 the advisability of moving the sT
don
some
of
question.
However,
matter
the vote being 13 to 10 nays.
suaded to don the orthodox trousers.
some time, A strong band of 4 Arlrona penitentiary from Yuma 4
for
up
the
under
work
and his converts to Muh inalsm were pres-- i 4 to some more suitable location: 4
he bears
He married in 1S13 and three of hi
The bill was first amended by
band Is noticeable In every report ent at the opem
Abbott of Santa Fe by stripping
fourteen children survive. Sir AnThe 4
ceiemony.
He boil, Tucson; Brace 4
Andres
It
to
is a matter temple Is
the house, and
made
off every part of the bill but
drew Thompson, the famous physiCurtis, Nogalus; John I'. Orme, 4
handsoi 1. ly oeeorated ur.'i
of record that the recommendations
the abolishment section, known
cian, who Is a personal friend of the
Morrison, 4
I'll style. The cult 4 Phoenix; ltobert E.
grai
in
furnished
of the committees so ably headed by already numbers
as section one, and the enactold man, states that he is physically
Its ranks several 4 l'rescolt! Joseph II. Hammlil, 4
ment section.
perfect and may. ttit!i tare, attain
members of the Mobility and some 4 (ilobe.
US
v.ir-,..f
th..
well known literacy men.
(Continued on Page Five.)
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ALBUQUERQUE

VKOV. TWO.

THE EVENING CITIZEfr
raMltkefl IsMy Ml WMkty ky

Tke Citizen Publishing Company

MILLIONS

VOTE

AGED WOMAN IS

GROUND TO

Train In El Paso Yesterday
Morning Quite Early.
PUEBLO MANASSAULTED
DEAD

Actual and Successful Work of a
"Sky Pilot" In the Northern
Lumber Camps. ,
El Paso, Texas: At 8:30 yesterday
morning a fatal accident occurreJ
near the crossing of Utah and Seventh streets when Jesus Ara.gon, a
Mexican woman, was literally cut to
pieces by a railroad train.
The cars were on the Sierra Madre
tracks and were being run backwards, going north at the time. The
train consisted of an engine and four
cars,
being brought
over from
Juarez.
Engineer J. H. Carp and Fireman
Frank Abelta were running the locomotive, while Conductor Juan Fernandez had charge of the train.
As far as can be ascertained there
was only one brakeman, named Jor-ad- s,
with the train.
lie was on on"?
of the cars at the time, but In such a
position that he was not able to see
Mrs. Aragon was 80
the victim.
years of age, feeble and deaf, and
was walking along Utah street at the
time, evidently not hearing the approach of the cars.
She had been
living with a daughter, who took
charge of the remains.
As far as could be learned It was
an accident caused by the deceased's
carelessness and physical disability,
and for which the railroad employes
were not criminally responsible.
JuUge Mitchell was notified as coroner and went and viewed the remains and ordered them taken to an
undertaker's. As the judge was not
feeling well yesterday morning he
postponed taking any testimony until
la the afternoon.
However, he
states that as far as he could ascertain there was no person who saw

the accident

1X)H IvOBBEHY
MAY MIOVF. FATAL.
Pueblo, Colo.: Speechless and un-

ASSAULT
?i

able to call for help, James Sullivan
was beaten to insensibility Monday
night and then robbed and left weltering In his blood until he regained
consciousness about 7:30 o'clock the
next morning, and though very week
from loss of blood, managed to drag
himself out of the little basement
where he roomed and show his
friends his pitiable condition.
His face and head we're a mass of
clotted blood .while his left eye was
nearly destroyed.
The police station
was at once notified and Officer
took charge of Sullivan,
brought him to the station and had
the police surgeon summoned.
After washing and dressing the
wounds Dr. Johnson had Sullivan removed to the Pueblo hospital.
The
outcome of the Injuries on the head
cannot as yet be determined, but
Sullivan is very weak and it Is posOn varisible he may not recover.
ous portions of his head are wounds
which appear to have been Inflicted
with a blunt Instrument of considerable weight, the left eye Is badly
pounded and swollen shut, while the
left ear seems to have been either
pounded or bitten until a portion is
n
missing.
Nearly u
of
blood was found In the bed where
Sullivan lay and all over his head
and face blood had dried, showing
that the Injuries had been Inflicted
during the early part of the night.
It is considered sure that the man
half-gallo-
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TO

clean mi: blood.

Any one can easily mix the
following prescription ut home,
which is said to be splendid
because of its peculiar action,
upon the kidneys, which lire

filter and
the impurities and poisons.
Get the ingredients, which
are all of vegetable extraction
and harmless, from any good
pharmacy and mix them by
shaking well in a bottle: Fluid
Extract Dandelion, one-haounce; Compound Kargo.ii, one
ounce; Compound Syrup
three ounces.
Take In teaspoonful
doses
after each meal and ut
Drink plenty of good
water, too.
Those who require a gooj
blood cleanser and system
tonic, whose kidneys are weak
e
and clogged up, should
this mixture and take a
directed for a few days an!
note result.
made to properly

strain from the
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was left fnr dead and that he must
have remained unconscious from six
to ten hours.
Sullivan was At one time Injured In
a mine explosion and lost the power
It was
of speech as a consequence.
Impossible to secure any statement
from Sullivan, for when asked if he
could write something that would
throw light on the affair he shook
hla head In a manner Indicating that
always
how
Don't
think
ho could not write and did not know
cheap you can get them.
how he came In such a condition.
Think Instead, where you can
Officer Penny McDermott says he
get the freshest, the purest
has known Sullivan for five years and
saw him Monday night, at which
and strongest and come where
time he had In his possession $15 and
you can always get them. We
Most of the Diplomats of the
some change.
When he came to United States Senate-So- me
have only one quality the
gone.
money
was
assault
the
the
after
BEST ALWAYS.
.And our
The officer anked him what time he History of the Smoot Case. White Race Countries-Sto- le
e basement,
went to his room In
prices are always tho lowest,
From National Museum.
President Native.'
and he pointed to the figure on the
quality eonsldered.
iIIhI of his watch.
For some time
employed
with the
Sullivan had been
are
Washington, D. C, Feb. 28. DurWashlngtn, Feb. 28. There
track gang working for the traction
company, and Is considered a capable ing the past week there was an I- many diplomats and government ofIn Washington who view with
and reliable man.
llustration of how the senate can do ficials
regret, not unmixed with relief, the
things In minutes that consumes the passing from the stage of InternaTill: IiOVKD SKY IMMrT
OF THE LUMBERJACKS. time of the house not only hours, but tional affairs of Wu Ting Fang, forBuddy of face, days. During a night session the mer Chinese minister to the United
Duluth, Minn.:
strong, hale and hearty, with a twln-kl- o naval appropriation bill carrying States, Peru and Spain. When on
more July 13, 1902, Mr. Wu was succeeded
money supplies aggregating
in his eye and a magnetic handshake, Hev. Frank E. lllgglns, "the than $101,000,000 was passed In eight as minister by Liang Chen Tung, he
Occidental Life Building.
sky pilot of the lumberjacks," passes minutes less than one hour, and the returned to China to become a memthrough
put
camp
was
to
logging
from one
the other, rivers and harbors
ber of the wel wu'pu, the Chinese
plowing his way through the snow the senate in one hour and twenty-fiv- e board of foreign affairs. Last summeasure
snow
drifts from the time the first
minutes. The latter
mer he "resigned" from this posifalls until the last flake has disap- carries a total of more than 392,000,-00tion and was given an unimportant
peared in the spring time.
In the house of representatives past In the Interior. Now he had also
Corner Broadway and
Occasionally he finds his way to both these bills were the subjects of resigned this position, ostensibly bePulsation and tells the peoplo of th protracted debates. Much opposition cause of 111 health, and retired from
East Railroad Avenue
larger cities what is being done for developed against many of the naval public life, perhaps forever.
With
particularly
the men who live in the woods win- bill's provisions,
that the passing of Mr. Wu the empire of
Colo Phone, Black 30.
ter In and winter out. As the scope providing for the construction of two the dragon has lost Us most able
of the work has broadened he ha battleships.
The rivers and harbors public official, one whose life has
made these trips more frequently. bill, of course, known among mem- been devoted to the cause of placing
The number of men working under bers aa the "pork" bill because of China among the great nations of the SEEK k RELIABLE DENTIST
him is constantly growing, and th's the widely spread improvements pro- world.
It was this enthusiasm,
winter he was made the head of the vided for, is always the occasion for neither more nor less, that cost him
Full Set of Teeth
mlssionery work in the lumber cam pi congratulation on the one hand and his ofllctal head.
Gold Filling
$1.60 up
for the United States by the Presby- condemnation on the other. Those
Of course, Wu "resigned" from his
$6
terian church.
members who believe they have been last post. Just as he had "resigned" tcold Crowns
50c
Tells Interesting Stories.
neglected or who have not received from others. Of course, cunning old Painless Extracting
The tales which he tells of his ex- all the "pork" to which they think Tsu Tsf expressed her deep and poigperiences teem with human Interest, their districts are entitled, invariably nant regret with much volubility and ALL WOKK ABSOLUTELY GUARand the sterner realities of life; but raise their voices In remonstrance and with her tongue In her cheek. Tho
ANTEED.
as often there is a touch of pathos, cries for more.
empress dowager who guides the Chifor he learns of the other side, of the
The senate Is essentially a body nese Junk of state has learned well
woodsmen's troubles, and of the where routine legislation la ,..z".xeil the royal trick of saying one thing
causes that sent the sons of many of by committees. When a bill Is call and meaning another. No one at all
the best families to seek hardship ed up If a democrat thinks it may familiar with Chinese affairs doubts
and privation In preference to ths be of questionable character he de for a ntoment that the retirement of
ease and luxuries which they might mands to know what position the Wu was brought about through the
B. F. COPP,
have had.
minority members of the committee machinations
of Tsu Hsl and the
Until a year ago he traveled with took In committee on this bill. If members of the wel wu pu. There ROOM 12. N. T. ARM I JO BLDO.
a large team of dogs, which were his the senator in charge of the bill was too much modern furniture stordaily companions and his protectors states that the minority agreed to ed in the cranial appendage of Mr. which gave a clue to the disposal of
rest of the plunder. All of the
In many tight places.
In nearly the bill as reported, and there should Wu. It needs be lopped off, at least the
missing specimens were recovered and
every camp there are men who seem not bo a minority member of the officially.
Identified by the geologists of the
to hate the sight of a mlssionery. committee in the chamber at the moNot that Mr. Wu has ever advo- museum.
They sometimes try to break up the ment the statement Is accepted with- cated turning
China over to the white
Among the articles stolen were five
meetings, but "the sky pilot" relies out question and the bill pa.se d up pigs. Quite the reverse. "China for
diamond crystals, thirteen gold coins,
upon the other element to assist him on. Of course there are times when
the Chinese," has alwuys been hii
in face value from $1 to
in all such cases.
individual members have their own slogan. But it was a modern China ranging
$20, a quantity of gold dust, a few
Preaches in Wilderness.
giv
amendments and opportunity is
that he hoped for and worked for,
He carries a supply of hymn books en the senate to act upon them. It a China developed to the full extent pieces of platinum and a bar of silwith him, and after the evening meal was because of this procedure that of its great possibilities, girded with ver, the whole valued at about $300.
Among the coins stolen and later rethe large room is cleared, and the the senate at this night session pass ruilroads and telegraphs, abounding covered
was a $5 piece made of North
stools and benches arranged around ed supply budgets In about two hours In factories and its commerce progold and having great value
the walls.
For a pulpit he uses a at the rate of one million and n tected and its place among the great Carolina
box or some other equally handy ob- quarter dollars a minute. The sen- powers of earth rendered secure by because of its rarity.
It is thought that the robberies exject, while a candle, lantern, or lamp ate can forge legislation at a rapid an army and navy such us no other
over a period of several weeks.
furnishes the light.
The meeting is rate when the closing hours of the country could afford and which all tendedmethods
The
of the thief were exopened with a hymn, and then fol- session approach.
regret
would fear. That is why the
ceedingly simple, he having waited
lows a short sermon along some line
by the diplomats at Washington over until there were few people In the
that will appeal to the men, always
History of the. Nnioot t'li.so.
the downfall of Mr. Wu is also tinged building and then pried open the
taken, of course, from the scriptures.
so
The Smoot case about which
with relief. A modernized China If
Great results have been accom- much has been said and printed re a bugaboo which may well frighten cabinets with some sharp Instrument. As a result of the robberies
plished by Mr. Higglns and his corp3 cently, and. which has held Its shure the nations cf the foreign devils.
the force of watchmen at the muof assistants.
Scores of men have of the publics attention, particularly!
seum has been greatly Increased
been Induced to lead better lives, and among the women of the country for
Don't Llko I'nV'lc Sam's Grub.
and the greatest vigilance will be exthey look for his coming to break the the past four years, Is now a matAlthough no great effort has been ercised to prevent a repetition
of
monotony of camp life.
ter of history, the senate having de made to
the fact, the Pana- such thefts.
cided that good grounds do not ex- ma canal commission has lately re
For catarrh, let me send you free, ist for the exclusion of the Utah senceived many "kicks" from workmen COAL SUPPLANTS OIL
Just to prove merit, a trial size box ator from
his seat. No contest be In the construction of the big ditch.
AS NEW ORLEANS FUEL
of Dr. Shoop'a Cough Remedy. It is fore the American
senate
ever
has
The Southern Pacific Railroad &
The objections are of a simple naa snow white, creamy, healing anti- attracted so much
long-con
so
.and
ture, being merely a demand for bet- Steamship company and the St. Louis
septic balm that gives instant relief
to catarrh of the nose and throat tinued interest as this. It has cost ter grub. The government now has a Gas company have contracted with the
senate
the
more
judi130,000
to
than
monopoly of the boarding houses and Monongahela River Consolidated Coal
Make the free test and see. Address
protests hotels In the canal zone, of which & Coke Co.. of this city, for $1,000,-00- 0
Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis. Large Jars cially determine that the
against Smoot were groundless and there are about, forty. Up till last
worth of coal. The largest con60 cents. Sold by all druggists.
that his title to his seat was without summer there were many private ho tract was secured from the Southern
comblemish.
Waldorf a Poor Second.
tels and boarding houses In the zone Pacific Railroad & Steamship 250,000
for
Mr. Smoot was elected January 2, and the workmen allege that the pany, which contracts
Jo Adklns, the restaurant keeper,
tons
to
be delivered at Its wharves at
Is meeting with great success, his 1903, and took his seat March 6. meals were better and cheaper than
days after those served by Uncle Samuel. The New Orleans.
house being full. He sets a first class following. Twenty-fou- r
The order means a beginning of the
table, and besides feeding a large his election the first protest against government "settled the hash" of the
for oil as fuel in New Orleans.
number of steady boarders, he is get- his retaining his seat was received by private hotels by means of an order end
Southern Pacific, since the dis
ting quite a number of commercial the senate. Before the end of the prohibiting cooking in any of the The
covery
of petroleum in Texas and
traveling men, who want good grub. case over one million Individual pe government buildings except the "of- Louisiana,
has used immense quanwere
titions
received
a
with
of
total
He runs a nice orderly place. Foley
ficial" hotels and the cottages oc tities of oil for fuel. The scarcity of
more
two
signatures.
than
million
(Minn.) Tribune-Pioneecupied by families who kept no
The committee on privileges and elec- boarders. The protest against Uncle oil and the Increasing prices are said
to be the cause of the change.
began
Its
tions
hearings
23,
February
Hunting for Trouble.
Sam as a chef is now said to have
1904,
103
and
were
witnesses
heard. reached un ucute stage and many
"I've lived in California 20 years,
The News No pure erun cough
and am still hunting for trouble in their testimony comprising several workmen have threatened to reslg.i laws would be needed, If all cough
printed
volumes aggregating 3,331 unless conditions are bettered.
the way of burns, sores, wounds,
cures were like Dr. Shoop's Cough
Ono man alone, Charles M.
boils, cuts, sprains, or a case of piles pages.
Cure is and has been for 20 years.
w
Owen,
ho
aided largely in gathering
that Bucklen's Arnica Salve won't
The national law now requires that if
IjooI the Xutloiuil Museum.
quickly cure," wrlea Charles Walters, evidence against Smoot, received over
The arrest by the Washington po- any poisons enter into a cough mixog Alleghany, Sierra county. No use $1,000 In fees. As practically all the lice of a man giving
the name of ture, it must be printed on the label
hunting, Mr. Walters; it cures every witnesses were from Utah the mile
Betchmere, chaimlng to be r or package. For this reason mothers,
case, uuaranteea by all druggists. age and attendance feets in each case Edwin
and others, should insist on having
mining engineer from Kansas,
26c
ran up into large figures. When the thought to have solved the mystery'. Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. No poison-maron Dr. Shoop's labels and
committee reported
the resolution surrounding
mysterious disapHot Stuff, by lie k.
declaring that Smoot was not entitled pearance fromthethe National museum none in the medicine, else It must by
Mrs. Harry E. Ueecher presided to his seut it stood 8 to 7. but on
law be on the label. And H'b not only
over u pretty, Interesting assembly the tlnal vote In the senate two of of a quantity of precious ore, exhi- safe, but It is said to be by those that
bits and diamond crystals. The sus- know it best, a truly
in her Lincoln avenue residence this this eight reversed themselves.
remarkable
Senaroused cough remedy. Take no chance,
parafternoon, the participants number- ator Smoot was represented before picious actions of Letchmere
negro
emthe
janitor
Interest
a
of
ticularly with your children. Insist on
ing 34 ladles, who enjoy pedro. Ap- the committee by able counsel. In
ployed
museum,
who
notified
at
the
having
pointments of a simple though not cluding Senator-elec- t
Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. ComBorah, of Idaho, the police, and the arrest followed. pare
ably dainty order were revealed. Al who will succeed Senator Dubois,
carefully the Dr. Shoop package
one
Letchmere
police
to
was
taken
headways gracious, Mrs. Ueecher seemed of the chief prosecutors of Smoot.
with others and Bee No poison marks
particularly so in this instance, her Those seeking to oust Smoot were quarters and searched and several of there. You can always be on the safe
missing
the
one
mineral
exhibits
and
by demanding Dr. Shoop's Cough
side
cordial greeting setting the guests represented by some of the best law
perfectly at ease and thus materially yers in tho country, among them be of the diamonds were found upon his Cure. Simply refuse to accept any
person, as well as many pawn tickets other. Sold by all druggists.
lessening the task of entertaining.
ing John ti. Carlisle, former secre"ioungstown (O.) Vindicator.
tary of the treasury.
Only Xutivo-burI'reMilrnts
Lnmo Back.
Xo matter how busily the presiThis ailment is usually caused by dential bee may buz, about the chamrheumatism of thp muscles nnd may ber of the United Slates senate, there
be cured by applying Chamberlain's
are six senators who are immune.
Pain Balm two or three times a dnv Those six men, by reason
of one litand rubbing the parts vigorously at tle clause of the
constitution, have
each application.
If this does not got as blub up hi the
political world
afford relief, bind on a piece of flan- as it is possible
them to attain.
nel slightly
dampened
with Pain The constitution for
provides that none
Balm, and quick relief Is almost sure
but native bom citizens may be presto follow. For sale by all druggists.
ident
Senator t ialliuger. of New HampNo Thaw Trtul There.
There was not the usual croud her shire, was born in Canada and emion court day. Sit. olivet I Ky. Tri- grated to his present state at a very
early uge. Sir. Nelson, of Minnesota,
bune.
as his surname "Knute" would indi
cate, Is n native of Norway, that
A Valuable Bcimcii.
"Six years ago I learned a valuable sturdy people who
have developed
lesson," writes John Pleasant, of Mag- and made those treat states of the
a"
nolia, Ind. "I then began taking Dr. north adjacent
to the Mississippi,
Kings New Life Pills, and the longer what they are. Mr. Wetmore, the
I take them the better I find them." Rhode. Island millionaire, and SenThey please everybody. Guaranteed ator Slillard, of Nebraska, like Mr.
San Francisco. Feb. 2S. California aluminum frame.
by all druggists.
(Jallinger, Is a native of Canada. Sen- has an airship.
26c.
Over in Pleusanton,
ator Sutherland, of Utah, the Gen- Alameda county, in one of the many theSix propellers,-- which extend from
inds nd ides of the machine.
e k or Itnllioa.l .'
tile colleague of Mr.
was born small canyons that indent that coun- are expected to
Qrnnvllle Jett is here prospecting on the English isle, Smoot.
i.vi the ship Its dlrig- while
Mr.
pongee-coatety,
large
Pat
may
a
be
Ibllity.
seen
The j.m fliers are movable
and thinking of going into the tie terson, of Colorado, Is proud
of
the
d
frame
which and adjustable aiiu the blades are re
business. Hyden (Ky ) Thousand- - fact that he is a native of
the "ould represents an expenditure of $72,000! versible.
engines, located In
sticks.
sod." coming over from Ireland when and years of hard labor on the part the machine,Fourdrive
the propellers,
yeurs
age.
but
nine
of
mav
be
It
a
wife.
of
man and his
Heavy, impure blood makes
which are eight feet In diameter and
added
that
a
large
contingent
of
the
Charles H. Tollver is the Inventor have
muddy, pimply complexion, headh
Toll
blades.
senators now representing
aches, nausea.
Indigestion.
Thin slates wi re born in the east western of this airship, and he declares it will ver said today:
and
'n
sail over San Francisco within th?
blood makes you weak, pale, sickly.
"I am confident that we will make
their early manhood or as children, week, in the
Initial tour of 200 miles. a successful trip. I will carry four
Burdock Blood Bitters makes the accompanying
parents,
their
follow
This latest flying machine Is a pon- engines, my wife and a number of
blood rich, red. pure restores per
ed the injunction of the early forties gee cone tilled with hydrogen
gas friends, or, in all, about fifteen peo
fect health.
that "Westward the star of the Ei
that will give it a strong lifting pie. It Is my intention to sail 20"
(lire tuok Its way."
MRS. W. A. DKVVOI.I'l'. HARPIST
power. Each rib of the frame has' miles the first day ami return to the
IS NOW IXM'ATKD AT 203 WEST
been thoroughly tested, and the pon- starting point."
Stops
Itching
instantly.
UJI.IiAS.
Cures gee Is covered with a preparation'
"I have no fear," said Mrs. Toiiver
piles, eczema, salt rheum, tetter, itch, w
hich makes It airtight and durable. "I know that the invention will be a
We do it right HOUGH DRY. Im hives, herpes, scabies Doan's Ointthou-- 1 success and I thall accompany my
Three hundred and sixty-eigperlal Laundry Co.
ment. At any drug store.
sand rivets hold the pongee to the husbund."
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CALIFORNIAN SAYS HE WILL

SAIL OVER SAN FRANCISCO

Alameda County Inventor Builds Pongee Coated AirshipWhich Htf Claims'
mWill Carry Fifteen PeoplejTwo
Hundred'Aliles Day.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
WANTED.
WANTED Messenger 'boy's?
West
prn Union Telegraph office.
WANTED At once, u waiter and a
dish washer. Santa Fe Restaurant.
WANTED At once, a girl who understands starching. The Imperial
Laundry Co.
WANTED Girl for general house
Apply at 701 South High
work.
street.
WANTED Everybody
to see the
swellest lino of Heywood-Wake- flelds
in the city. J. D,
Emmons, Tho Furniture Man.
WANTED
Genlieman-second
hand clothing. No. 615 South FlMt
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. R, J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
WANTED learns The eanta Fe
Gold & Copper Mining Co., wants
teams for coal haul from Hagan
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
for other purposes.
All good
teams making application will be
given work. Geo. O. Marrs, Superintendent.
go-car- ts

a

AGENTS WANTED.
MEN AND WOMEN ARE MAKING
$10 to $25 a day selling our embroidery goods. No capital or experience required. Why not you?
Write for samples and exclusive
agency.
U. S.
EMBROIDERY
WORKS. Omnha, Neb.
t'OR KENT.
FOR RENT Three ooms for light
housekeeping;
$12.
Inquire at
408 North Second street.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
wun an modern conveniences. With
or without board. 422 North Sixth
street.
FOR
RENT Five room
house,
partially furnished, electric light
and bath, low rent. 209 North Sec
ond street Apply to F. H. Strong.
y
FOR RENT A six room
DricK house, corner
of Seventh
street and Tljeras avenue. Inquire
at Lommorl & Matteucci, 624
West Tljeras avenue.
FOR RENT Seven-roonew brick
house, furnished part or whole;
large barn and chicken house; two
acres of land. See P. F. McCanna,
or Mrs. P. M. Gavin.
FOR RENT Five-roohouse Tn
good repair, corner of Railroad
avenue and Hill street. Low rent
to a permanent tenant. Inquire of
J. F. Luthy.
'OH RENT Five-roofurnished
house, also two and three room
flats, very reasonable to good tenants. Apply at 415 West Railroad
avenue.
FOR SALE.
FOR SALE A good big cow, will" be
fresh soon. See George K. Neher.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE A
Yost typewriter.
See The CM
zen.
FOR SALE Underwood typewriter,
goou as new; at sacrifice. Address
Underwood, Citizen office.
FOR
SALE the Claude OiTd
property on Mountain road, first
house west of acequla, near Sixteenth street. Inquire on premises
or at 300 North Proadway.
FOR SALE Majority ot slock in es
tablished and paying retail business. Incorporated. Ow.er wishes
to leave city. Address lo. 1126,
Dally Citizen.
Foil SALE At the "Variety" you
will And fine home made bread, Be
a loaf; doughnuts, pies, baked
beans, soup and other good things
stirctly home made. Phone 710.
Mrs. Downs, 666 South Arno St
two-stor-

m

m

ht

PROPERTY

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture,
rianos. Organs.
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels)
also on SALARIES AND WARB-IIOUS- B
RECEIPTS, at low as
and as high as $200. Loans ars
quickly made and strictly private.
Time: One month to one year given.
Goods remain In your
possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call and)
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
115 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
On

tit

You Waited
Too Long
and we sold that snap to another
party who took tlmo by the forelock.
Wo have one or two more almost as
good though. Conio In end ask about
them.

POR TERFIELD CO.
216 West Gold Ave.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

LAW VERS.

Ira 5L Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. 32 F.St,
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions,
land patents,
copyrights,
caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
it. W. I). Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Alh.ir......
que. N. M. Office, First NaUonal
tsanK building.
E. W. iKjbson.
ATTORNEY AT I.AW.
Office.
Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. M.

dentists;
ir. j. k. kraft,

lcntal Surgeon.
., .11.11
ROOmS 2 And 3 . Pa.n.tt
u
over O'Rielly's drug v..store. uuiiuills,
Phone
No. 744. Appointments made by mall.
Edmund J. Al,.o i i c
No. 306 Rail rnnl a vcmIA
hours, 9 a. m.r to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
v. m. 10 d p. m. Both phones. Appointments made by mall.
'"

piljlsicians.
DTt. J. II. IIATNES
Physician and Surgeon.
Rooms 11 and is M
building.

t

W. M.

Homeopathic
Occidental

sliF:i!iiuv

51

a

n

Physician and Surgeon.
Life Building. Tele-pho- ne
886. Albuquerque, N. M.
R. It. L. MUST.
Office,
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Tuberculosis
t,i- trentorl
lllgli
Frequency
r,i- -. 'Ill . BM1U
- Electrlnnt
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse in attendance.
Both phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone S16.
Colo., Red 111
6-- 8,

-

A.

Rnnnrne

Commercial Club building.
Black
or White hearse, $5.
'
ARCHITECTS
L08T.
F. W. Soencer. Rnnmi ii.11 t.- LOST Gold broach, horseshoe shape, nett building,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Tuesday. Finder will receive $5
pnones.
reward by returning same to The ouui
Citizen office.
CIVIL ENGINEEIL
LOST Braided leather riding quirt
J. It. Farwell.
on Railroad avenue, between tracks
Room 23. N. T. Armijo building.
and Arno street. Full value of new
quirt will be paid for return to R.
NOTARY PUBLIC
B. Stamm.
Tlios. K. D. Maddlson.
Neighbors Got Fooled.
Office with w.
rhiu...
"I was literally coughing myself to West Gold avenue.
death, and had become too weak to
'
J. S. BAGLEY
leave my bed; and neighbors predict
ed that I would never leave It alive.
Accountant
but they got fooled, for thanks be to
Books checked un
Kl, V
God, I was Induced to try Dr. King's bOOkS keDt UD: rrnrnri'im.iihnlnV,...'
New Discovery.
It took Just four and physicians' books innv.ii n
one dollar bottles to completely cure and collections made. Able corps
the cough and restore me to good assistants. Rooms 44. Barnett block.of
sound health," writes Mrs. Eva
A Habit to Be Encouraged.
of Grovertown, Stark county,
The mother
Indiana.
This king of cough and
cold cures, and healer of throat and habit of keeping on hand a bottle of
lungs. Is guaranteed by all druggists. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, saves
herself a great amount nt nn.i,i.
$50 and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
and anxiety.
Coughs, colds and
are suscepH.MR DRESSER AXD CIIIROPO-DIST- . croup, to wnicn chiiav-e....
tible are aulcklv rnrerl h.
It conteracts any tendency of a cold
Mrs. Bambini, at her parloru. No. 10 result in pneumonia, and if given
209 West Railroad avenue, Is pre- as soon as the first Hvmntnm,
n
pared to give thorough scalp treat- croup appear, it will prevent the at- ment, do hair dressing, treat corns. tacK. inis remedy contains nothing
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She injurious and mothers give It to litgives massage treatment and man! tle ones with a feeling of perfect se
curing. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara curity, sold by all druggists.
tlon of complexion cream builds up
NOTICE I'OirpttlLICATIO.V
the skin and improves the complex-Ion- ,,
and Is guaranteed not to be In- Department of the Interior, Land Ofjurious. She also prepares a hair
fice at Santa Fe, N. M.
tonic that cures and prevents danJanuary 29, 1007.
druff and hair falling out; restorct
Notice is hereby given
remove
moles, tiago Garcia, of Ch'llll, N.that Sanlife to dead hair;
warts and superfluous hair. Also a filed notice of his Intention toM.. has
make
face powder, a freckle cure and pim- final five-yeproof In
of
ple cure and pile cure. AU of these his claim, viz: Homestead support
Entry
preparations
are purely vegetable 6591 made October 2, 1901, for No.
the
compounds. Have Just added a vi- SEU NW4. K4 SW14 and
8W.4
brator machine for treatment of SEU. Section 3, Township 8 N, Range
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It 6 E. and that said proof will be made
Is also used for rheumatism, pains before II. W. S. Otero, United
States
and massage.
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
N. M., on March 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
MEN ANb WOMEN.
I'm big for annatoral to prove his continuous residence updiarkiariiaa.idflaluluatioria,
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
ilkl aan
UiiaraialMa
trrilaliona ur
of mucon nianibraoM.
Manuel Y. Acunla, Antonio SandoPaiulMi. tod oat ajlriu val, Julian Lucero and
Jose Mora, all
EEVMSCHiMiralCD.
ol or aoi.ooooa.
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Gas in the Stomach.
Belching and that sense of fullness

so often experienced after eating is
caused by the formation of gas. The

IMARVELWhirlingSpray

A.
lr h

of Chlllli, N. M.

in ( bottlra $.'.76.

00

Circuit; pant

,

twenty-four-lnc-

PERSONAL

m

d,

cigar-shape-

10T.

2d,

f

M

U

i,iF
Osj.jrl

PILLS

Tlirjr vftvome WekBri. J r --r.ru
' i and Ullltl,IIli:i'f uor t lul
.ut) banUI
i ti.
"Lain tjl
a. i Ufjr are i.ile kHf
tUfTtrltfl oml1tlWull, ta.liill de.
vl(.mr nt of ortriii) and tmiy. ha
known r'ittrjr f'-'.mm )U
thrill, ( anil t do hum
a iilrAMir'. ta 1
bom

stomach falls to perform Its functions
and the food ferments.
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets wh'
correct the disorder. They aid digestion and strengthen and Invigorate
the stomach and bowels.
For ea.e
by all druggists.
Our ROUGH DRY work oon's have
to be washed over. Imperial Laundry Co.
For a mild, easy action of the
bowels, a single dose of Doan's Regu-let- s
is

enough.

cures
rn" habitual constipation.Treatment
25 cents a

r'iau
arr

tldAT M .Miaa,U
KTT CHEMC
BY
ANN a WON.
h

rOK SALB

Until.

box.

Ask your druggist

for them.
To Chicken Feeders.
Mausard's Mills are selling good
wheat at II. SO per 100 lbs.

--
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rncnsDAT, rrnncAiiT
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tAGsl IEXHL

sessloni of the i'lrst JuJlcial district
Upon motion, dn'y seconded
court.
nd carried, this report as adopted.
The committee on Judlri.iry report
ed favorably on house Mil No. 69, an
act relative to Jurisdiction of Justices
Upon lnntion, duly
of the peace.
seconded and carried, the report was
adopted.
The same committee reported fa
vorably on house bill No. 70, an act
relative to Justices of the peace act
ing as police magistrates. Upon mo
tion, duly seconded and carried, the
report was adopted.
A favorable report was made by
the same committee on house bill No.
69, an act relative to the Issuing of
warrants on Information or belief.
Upon motion, duly eecomled and car
ried, the report of the committee
,
was adopted.
FAIR WIHE TAPPEHS INDUCED
The following bills were Intro- - j
NKW BRITAIN ABSCONDER, TO
'
duced:
IN TWO
LAY DOWN' $330,000
Council bill No. 69, by Mr. Spless,
1IOHSK
BETS OX MYTHICAL
an act relative to the Qualification of
This Is a Mil to repeal
witnesses.
RACES AM) THEY SWINDLED
chapter tS of the laws of 1S91, which
HIM OIT OP TIIK WIIOU:
disqualifies a person once convicted
HOW TIIK
HNOUMOIN SIM
of crime from testifying.
The bill
UAMK WAS WOHRKI).
a section of the laws of
1897, which makes the testimony of
such witnesses valid Inder certain
Special Correspondence.
The bill was read the
conditions.
New York. Feb. 28. It now defirst and second time by title. Upon
velops that Wm. F. Walker, fugitive
motion of Mr. Cameron the bill was
'
treasurer of the New Britain (Conn.)
read In full on its third reading pre
the
was
of
Havings bank,
the victim
paratory to passage.
Mr. Cameron
imost, colossal and elaborate "wire
then moved that the bill "do now
tapping" swindle ever known.
pass," and the council passed the bill
by unanimous vote.
The under world of the metropolis has not yet caught Its breath
Council bill No. 66, by Mr. Spless,
an act relative to the settlement of
from Its surprise at the glittering
Appmints nf mihlln officers
success which has attended this maiThla hill
terplece of rascality.
gives t!. power to adjust any dla-- 1
putes of accounts of such oftlclals to
This veteran In the old school of
finance, this man of business experthe district court and provides means
ience, poured a third of a million
for the HDDolntmcnt of a referee who
must be an expert accountant, to ex
dollars Into the clutches of a daring
band of vultures In two short days.
amine said disputed accounts. The
The beauty of it was, the ruined
bill was read the first and second
banker could not "squeal." Ho was
time by title and ordered translated,
printed and referred to the committarred with the same stick. He used
on Judiciary.
tee
the bank's funds In the venture and
TIIK KAKK TELECiRAPH ROOM
Council bill No. 66, l.y Mr. Stock
the venture Itself was Illegal. He WHERE
ton, an act relative to ;ecial tax levwas led to believe that he was back- ED" TO TIIK CROOKS "EXPLAIN.
WAI.KF.lt HOW TIIK
ing a scheme .to swindle others.
ies by school boards for school pur
poses In cities of New Mexico. The
Many others have been bitten the WIRES ARE TAPPED.
WM. F. WALKER, XEW BRITAIN
bill was read the flrM and second
same way. and had to pocket their
losses.
Until the Walker trick was HANKER, WHO WAS HlKETltlK-VAHLtime by title and ordered translated,
ltriXEI)
IIV
FAKE
WIRE
turned, the biggest haul had been
printed and referred to the commit- J50.000, from,' John F. Felix, wealthy TAPPERS.
tee on education.
importer, who was taken Into the of $110,000 was lost.
Council bill No. 67, by Mr. MurThe
swindlers
ray, by request, an act creating the
corridor of an offlce building In which were $107,000 to the good.
was
It
and providing fo- there was a school of telegraphy, and explained that he had misunderstood
JOHN F. FELIX. WEALTHY IM ofllce of geologist
survey, and
geological
Mexico
New
Introduced to a fictitious Western the tip.
a
PORTER. WHO IXIST $50,000 TO
1'nion official who was to give him
Tho bill was
for other purposes.
game
TIIK
Here
the
"WIRE"
would
stopped
SWINDLERS.
have
the "tip" which was to rob the pool If Walker had been an ordinary
read the first and second time by title
rooms with a sure thing bet on a "mark." But
and ordered translated, printed and
Is
no
there
fool
like
referred to the committee on railroad
horse race.
a first class fool. In a dazed way he
employes, commerce and labor,
The case of Felix, who ventured listened
to
elec-- ! WORK OF YESTERDAY'S
explanations,
the
and
to "squeal," has Just been disposed trilled the chuckling
hrdluoauo taoln rdluoau luouoaaoa
ad-- ;
by
rascals
Councif bill No. 68, by Mr. Cam
of by the court of appeals reversing milting that It was his
and
eron, un act providing for the elec
the conviction of "Chris" Tracy and that he would try again.mistake
They
let
holding that a man who enters Into Jilm
LEGISLATIVE SESSIONS tion of a district attorney for each
i.- . .
counting and defining the duties and
.,
an arrangement to swindle and who
"
" I
'
recompense therefor.
This bill is
is himself swindled by his associates '
"""..T""'"""
tvsuo MUVillliaUUlU
All ilYC
Interesting.
quite
i rovides that
It
has no standing In court.
it was announced
that he
the general ele tlon
This case applied to the Walker minutes
I,
I
1
nA
Volume of Business Trans beginning with attorneys,
i
" II
.
noinin ited
in 1908 district
swindle gives the swindlers pracU- - '
auu uuuilieu lu
.in,n.h i...... namoci silence "by his ownmailguilt.
by county conventions, shall be electvanIl iiiiiiiuuiij, aiuiuubn
acted
of
Shows
Effect
In
another
They must have reside! In the
ed.
have been divulged to the police
of an hour the bogus pool
county or at least in New Mvl-for
through Jealousy over division of the quarter
Thorough Organization.
room was dismantled
masof
its
two years prior ti election, must be
$350,000 spoils.
querading
players,
dummy
teleits
over 21 years of age and licenced atHere Is the story of the plucking graph Instruments and paraphernalia
of the old Connecticut banker:
NEW BILLS ARE INTRODUCED torneys. Their duties as lld down
gang
and
the
had
hurriedly
divided
by Mr. Cameron's bill are ton maniWalker had been speculating In the golden
and scattered to
fold to mention here.
The salaries
Wall street. The wireless wire tap- the pleasure harvest
haunts
of
world.
the
to be paid are as follows:
ping syndicate Is a moneyed one. It
things
open
are
Three
Attorney
to
Bill
Is
a
District
Another
ruined
Counties of the first class. $1,000,
is financed like a treasure seeking AmKnwvlAw
.. I I ,
1tr 11.
' Z
high stakes to win high fession and
expedition
with an addition of $500 from the
"7
Brought
Fraudof
night.
..,,.
Walker
chose
T,
territory, per annum; counties 'n
live like men flight,
ulent Checks Considered.
class B, $800, with $400 from the terof ease and wealth. They have poli- THE WIRELESS "WIRE- ritory; counties of elass C, $700, with
tical backing and are known or
TAPPING GAME."
Broadway. They haunt the brokers'
All other
$300 from the territory.
REQUISITES:
orNerve,
capital,
THE COUNCIL,
offices, the fine hotels, the summer ganization,
$500, with $250 from the
counties
knowledge
full
of the Twcnty-Nlxt.- il
Among other speculators victim's
resorts.
Under the provisions of
Day Wexlnostluy Morn territory.
character and circumstances,
district attorney would
this
bill
the
Banker Walker was spotted.
ing.
patience
and an expensive stage
quickened
when they
The bill
Interest
The council met at 10 o'clock yes earn his money at least.
- was read the first and second time
learned that he was a trusted bank
HOW DONE: Victim is led to be- - terday morning, pursuant to adjournofficial with hundreds of thousands lleve
ordered translated, printed and
trusted telegraph official will ' ent' rre,sl1den Sp,S8 n he cn.?lr and
teir1-toriof dollars within his reach. Slowly, l)et raya the
pool rooms by divuldlng The chaplain offered the Invocation referred to the committee on
were t K n
affairs.
careiuuy, nis circumstances
. . . , . and the chief clerk read the roll, all
I .. t
analyzed and he was approached at
Council bill No. 69, by Mr. Dalles,
Upon motion of
7e n Rand d.! answering present.
0
.
the psychological moment. He had...
Mr. Martinez, the Journal was ap an act requiring all dentists to b?
.
- - . - n . ...... j
kj in
uniuq
uii
ii
registered after examination by the
been losing some of the bank's money suspecting pool room 'people.
without reading.
The com
The proved
This
in the stock market.
mlttee on enrolled and engrossed territorial board of dentistry.
Is
victim
then
to
taken
a
pool
fake
A prosperous looking agent of the
room prepared for the occasion at bills, Mr. Dalles, chairman, reported bill was read the first and second
swindlers threw himself In the bank- great expense; Is
time by title and In full on Its third
allowed to win a that council bill No. 39. an act relaer's way in his home town. He show- comparatively small
tive to sidewalks, had been duly en reading. Upon motion of Mr. Dalies
inbet;
then
is
$100 duced to
ed bundles of yellow-backe- d
the bill then passed the council by a
make a large bet and is rolled and engrossed.
signed th vote of 12 ayes, no nays.
uiiin, UQiciloiui)
Spelss
null ijioi l i l A uic i..
President
then
on
oversight
b.y !me
races by a special arrangement, he
The following bills came up for
bill.
part he has lost.
said, with a high telegraph official
on territorial af third reading and were acted upon
committee
The
Recourse
for
the
victimNONE.
who withheld the results until his
fairs, Mr. Miera, chairman, reported as follows:
Amended council bill No. 60, an
I'KOPnSAI.H VOIJ T(ItrI.- - nni, favorably on council bill No. B0, rela
' ' iciiko could get down huge bets
on the horse that had already won. MITORY.
Department of the Intcr- - tive to the qualifications of voters act relative to the qualification of
voters.
The amendments were read
n was poiniea out to,1 .. me. Danner
... I iori omce of Indan Afr al r8 w asnlnff. recommending several minor amendthat anyone with u,m,,r"1
Upon motion, duly seconded and upon motion, duly seconded and
,lon. 1). C. Feb. 19. 1907
enlH ments.
could win a fortune beyond the proposals, plainly marked on the out and carried, the report of the com carried, were adopted.
The bill as
dream of avarice this way if he had side of the sealed envelope, "Pro- mittee was adopted.
amended was then read in full tho
nerve.
posals for Dormitory at
The committee on Judiciary, Mr third time preparatory to its pasFe
Upon motion of Mr. Martinez
It was as long as two months ago School, New Mexico," and Santa
Dalies,
chairman, reported a major sage.
addressed
that Walker entered into the disas- to the Commissioner of Indian Af- ity report on house bill No. 71. an act the bill then passed the council by an
trous scheme. He was taken to New fairs, Washington, D. C, will be re- relative to the qualification of terri- unanimous vote.
Amended house bill No. 76, an act
York and led into the Western ceived at the Indian Dlllr-- until turn torial county and district officers,
Union building, where a man in shirt o'clock p. m. of March 21 1907 for which was recommended should be relative to the issuance of worthless
sleeves, made up to resemble a busy furnishing and deliver
The amendments were read
amended so that any qualified voter checks.
th'
leiegrapher, darted out into the cor- - cessary materials and labor required could be an official.
Also a minority in full, and upon motion duly second
luici-.t- o
..uU1 1U. a. nuii.cu.
construct and complete a brick report, which favored the passage of and carried, were adopted. The bill
view.
Yes. it could be done, for a dormitory with plumbing, steam heat the bill as originally drafted, requir was then read in full as amended
Upon
big share of the proceeds. Walker and electric lighting at the Santa ing that such an official be a resident preparatory to Its passage.
promised to return with $100,000 or Fe school. New Mexico, in strict ac- - of the territory for two years, a voter motion of Mr. Dalies the bill then
more. The swindlers were nearly cordance with plans, specifications and a taxpayer.
Upon motion, duly passed the council by uni ilmous
by Walker's acqules- - and instructions to bidders
demoralized
seconded, the council failed to adopt vote.
which
oenceHouse bill No. 56, an act fixing the
may be examined at this offlce. the the minority report, the vote being 6
time for holding the sessions f the
Walker came back with funds and offices of the "Improvement Bulle-wa- s ayes and 6 nays.
taken into a parlor pool room tin," Minneapolis, Minn.; "American
i read
Mr. Miera then moved the adop- First Judicial district court,
Upon motion
the third time In full.
with blackboard,
tickets, railings, Contractor
'Chicago, 111.; "Citizen " tion of the majority report.
desks and carpeted floor.
It pre- - Albuquerque. N. M.j "New Mexican "
Mr. Cameron explained his vote. of Mr. Martinez the bill thei. passed
sented a busy scene. Men posing s Santa Fe, N. M.; "Evening Herald " He said any voter was entitled to the council by unanimous vote.
House bill No. 70, an act relative to
lords of high finance made $50,000 Durango, Colo.; Builders' and Trad-bet- s hold public office.
Mr. Dalles reand won or lost with non- - ers Exchanges at Omaha Neb St plied that there was nothing behind Justices of the peace as police magischalance.
was impressed. Paul,
Walker
Wis.,
"the scenes," but that the bill was trates, was read in full the third time
Minneapolis,
Minn
Upon
Walker called up the bogus telegraph Northwestern
Asso' drafted for the purpose of securing preparatory to its passage.
Manufacturers'
official and was given a horse to play. st. raul. Wis.; U. S.
conscientious and honest men motion of Mr. Dalies the bill then
Ware-H- e able,
Indian
won $3,000 In cold, hard cash, houses, at Chicago, St. Louis
passed the council by unanimous
for public oflices, who had establishand it was placed in his hands. This and New York, and at the Omaha
ed homes In New Mexico and who vote.
school
removed every vestige of doubt.
House bill No. 69, nn act relative to
For further information apply
C were taxpayers and had the interests
He promptly handed a roll of $50,- - J. Crandall. Supt.. Santa Fe Nto m' of the territory at heart.
The roll Jurisdiction of Justices of the peace.
000 to one of the gang to bet. and C. F. LARRABEE, Acting Com'mls- - was read by the chief clerk and again The bill was read 1he third time in
bet $60,000 himself. This grand sum sloner.
the council refused to adopt the ma- full preparatory to its passage, and
jority report, the vote being a tie as upon motion of Mr. Martinez, duly
before 6 ayes and 6 nays.
Those seconded and carrle 1, the bill passed
voting aye were Messrs Cameron, the council by una:,imous vote.
House bill No. 6 J .an act relative
Chaves, Duncan, Miera, Sargent and
Sulzer, and those voting nay were to the Issuance of warrants upon InDalles, Martinez, Murray, formation or belief, was read the
Messrs.
Richards, Stockton and Mr. Presi- third time preparatory to Its passage.
Upon motion of Mr. Cameron the bill
dent.
uncll by unaniMr. Dalles moved that house bill then passed the
The ever uniform quality ol
No. 71 be made the special order of mous vote.
Hlatz Wiener means that
Following the at :.ouncement of a
business for Thursday morning. This
motion was lost, the vote standing 6 meeting of the con. mlttee oi terri
principles are pracMr. Miera then torial affairs by Mr. Miera, and that
to 6, as before.
ticed at the brewery
,
of the committee on finance by Mr.
moved that the bill be
to fie committee on Judiciary, Mr. Sargeant, at 3 p. m the council adDalles, chairman. This motion pre- journed until 10 o iock this morning.
vailed, none dissenting.
The committee on Judiciary also
reported house bill No. 76, favorably.
TIIK IH'ISK.
Day WediiOMiuy AftThis Is an act relative to the issu- Twrnty-hixi- h
23
ernoon.
ance of worthless check.
The comthe
Pursuant to a Ijournment,
mittee recommended that an amendment be added so that persons utter- house met at 2:3o o'clock yesterday
The most critical exactness is
ing bad checks under $24 could be afternoon, Speaker :aca In the chair.
exiTcictl in every process.
The chaplain oU red the Invocatried before a Justice (if the peace
1 riat s why Blau 1 Jeers are
rk read the roll,
and eiven a fine of $30 minimum or tion and the c hief
$100 maximum, or a minimum Jail all answering prtv i t except Mr.
same.
the
always
sentence of thirty days or a maxiabsent owlnt-- ' to Illness.
100 days, or both.
reading of the Journal was disUpon
mum
The
of
VAL BLAT2 EREWWC CO., MILWAUKEE
iiioUju of Mr. Dalies, Feconded and pensed with, on motion duly secondordered aped and carried, a id
carried, the report was adopted.
The same committee reported fa- proved.
Alvy tha Gama Oood Cld"3:atz'
vorably on house bill No. 56, an act
The follow io i.. bills w ere
cmpjny, A'bi'querque, New Mexico. FOR SALE by Stern, Schlota & C fixing the time for the holding of the

ASTOUNDING SWINDLE

BY SYNDICATED

BAND OF VULTURES
F GITIV E

THE POLICY OF THIS STORE
Is to clean up stock once

RUINED

yearly and open season
with new goods.
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The Name

Win,

CHAPLIN

Not only means the Best
Shoes but it stands equally
for honest advertising.
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3000 Pairs Men's
Fine Shoes
"

I1T1HI1

All Other Shoes
i

at 10

Per Cent Discount

Y

Our window display will give you
an inkling of the shapes that stylish
dressers will wear, but come in and carefully inspect the shoes themselves. We feel
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we will
have your trade.
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House bill No. 132, by Mr. Baca
an act to amend chapter 81 of the
laws of 1901, relative to administraThe bill was read
tion of estates.
the first an1 second time by title and
ordered translated, printed and referred to the committee on Judiciary.
House bill No. 133, Introduced by
Mr. Walters, an act to repeal chapter
65 of the laws of 1905, being
the
fence law passed by the last legislative assembly for San Juan county.
The bill was read the first and second time by title and ordered trans
lated, printed and referred to xhe
committee on territorial affairs.
House bill No. 134. by Mr. Galle-go- s,
an act relative to community
land grants.
The bill was read the
first and second time by title and orand
dered translated, printed
to the committee on Judiciary.
House bill No. 136, by Mr. Holt,
un act fixing the time for holding district court In Otero and other counties. The bill was read the first and
second time by title and upon motion of Mr. Holt, seconded and carried
the bill was read the third time n
full preparatory to Its passage. Upon
motion of Mr. Holt the bill then passed the house by unanimous vote.
The house adjourned at 4 o'clock
antll 2 o'clock this afternoon.
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SHOE STORE

Wm. CHAPLIN

a.
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121 RAILROAD

AVE.
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Faywood
1

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.
RECEIVES PAIX.
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.

Hot

Springs

CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.

.

CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.
ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

I FAYWOOD,
I I New Mexico

FIRST

See Santa Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty day.
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COWBOYS HURT IN

8

Write us For Catalogue ol

PLOWS & ALL KINDS OF FARM MACHINERY 8

PHOENIX GONIEST

o

ONi: HAS ANKI.K IUtOKKV AND
ANOTHKIl HAS HIS SHOI
DISLOCATED.
U

i

I'hoenlx, Ariz.. Feb. 28. The second accident of the cowboy tourna-

ment occurred when Bert Kobblns,
one of the contestants in the cowboy
relay race, broke one of his ankles.
Kobblns was in the lead In the con
test and would probably have won
had It not been for the accident, and
as it was he gave an exhibition of
nerve seldom witnessed.
As he Jumped from the back of
his broncho for a fresh relay, tho
speeding horse struck his leg with
one of Its flying feet, Robblns' ankle
turned and the bone cracked.
He removed the saddle from the
animal, however, and placed it on the
other horse before giving up. Then
the pain became so Intense that he
was compelled to desist.
The other accident of the tournament occurred when Oscar Roberts
was Injured by his falling horse
rolling over on him while he was io
the act of roping a runaway horse
on Washington street.
His shoulder was dislocated.

-
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UNIFORMITY

J. KORBER & CO., WHOLESALE

ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.

.

W WIENER
BEER

'

h,

'

Bakd iw't pp1h, with mime prop's, brlnf
prompt r.'h.-- for oti.l luitinn.
With othury,
bmail will liuva the turne nffwt.
rukrM
Nature unloubuuly lia a
r'nJy to
relieve every ailment known to mnn, if phyiiU-lincan but tkiid Nature way to health. And Uiia U
inking ly true with n'luM to Constipation.
The bark of
certain Ired in teliiumta Oat.
cam rarroda off ra a most eiivll,;iil aid tothit
end. But. combined wilh Fsyptiati Sriina, Blip-peElm bark, fcolid Kitrai l ol Crimen, etc., this
same Caiwra bark U given tu greatest powibla
power to eorr.-A looUiaom
conbtipaiion.
taudy Tablet, called Uii ,!, it now made at the
8hoop lAborstorit. from this ingotiuout and
It.
mottt efleiive preMTiptlou. lu effunt on Conntl.
palion, hiliousiieM, bour Stomach, bud breath,
tallow Complexion, etc., is indeed prompt sua
atiifying.
No griping, no unplrsant after effects are experienced, and Ll-eare put up in beuutiftd
lithographed metal boxen at 5 ueuu and --J CuuU
per box.
For something new, nice, economical and
effective, try a box of

;!Lax-e- ts
"ALL DRUGGISTS"

2J2

NORTH SECOND ST.

0K)K)K3OK)KDKK24K)04O

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine

Works

R. m. MALL, Proprflor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings. Pulleys, Qrada Bar, Babbit Metal; Column! anJi Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
mtpmlrm am mining mnd Mill Maohlntry
Bpolmtty
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.

WE FILL

Constipation

un-deviati- ng

imx.

VACON REPAIRS AND BLACKSMITH SUPPLIES

5

PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices
2a
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO
LIVERT, SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLE.S.
Horses and Mules Bought and

BL RtJPPE
203
NUE

WEST RAILROAD

m

TO

COkU.CE.

BANK

AVE-

OF

j j j j

Thos. F. Keleher
ii:voks HEADY r.uT
Ono ;ullon Covers 600 Stjuurn Fet't-PALMETTO

!

HOOP PAINT
Stow 1CuUs, Ijisis Five Years.
JAP-A-LA-

BEST TOUBNOUTS IN TIIK 6ITY
Second Street, between Itallroad and
Copper Avenue.

408 Wttl Railroad Araoua
NtUSERY FKODUCTS

PILES C'lltKI) IV 6 TO II DAYS.
ITtl'ir AND S1IA11K THP.KS,
PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed Slllll 11S, V1MJS AND FLOWF.HS.
to cure any cuse of Itching, Blind, lil Y OF SOMK ON K YOU KNOW.
V. ALt.r.H, lil SO. WALTF.H
lileediiiK or Protudlnjr Piles in t to X.
11 days or money refunded.
60c.
hiiu.irr.

'ALBUQUERQUE
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

CITIZEN

Published Daily and Weekl.

Hv
v.

The Citizen Publishing Company
w. t. Mc:iu.iiirr,
a stkickij-:u- ,
Business Manager.

P resident.

A PLAIN STATEMENT
The morning paper charges Th Cltixen with a huiI-agitation on the subject of letting the public printn
ing of the territory to the lowest bidder; that The
has complained bitorly of the morning paper because the latter has advocated a law to allow the territorial printing to be let to the lowest and best bidder;
that Mr. Bursum has secured control of The Kventns
"""tieme on foot for Mr. Bursum
"
Clliien; thnt ,v
to The Citizen.
to give the r
Here .re four plain , 'liberate, malicious, consclou,
lies.
The Citizen has neer shown any agitation, buJ-de- n
or otherwise, on the subject of letting the public
printing, and it defies the morning paper to produce one
Ingle utterance of this paper to substantiate Its statement.
The Citizen has never complained bitterly of tile
morning paper for advocating a law for letting the public printing. Not one such complaint can be found In
mil the utterances of this paper, and this was as will
known to the man who wrote the statement as It Is to
Mr. Bursum has not
the man who pens these lines.
secured control of The Citizen financially or otherwise.
He has ,no control of any character, and never had.
This was known to the person who penned the falseNor Is there any
hood at the time he was writing.
scheme at Santa Fe Or elsewhere to give the territorial
If the printing should be
printing to The Citizen.
let by contract, probably The Citizen might become a
bidder, but even this Is doubtful. These are facts, a.nl
they were known to be facts at the time the morning
paper published is four lying statements.
The Citizen beBut here are some other facts.
lieves that the morning paper wants the public printing
with all the graft kept in the system and as much mote
as possible put into it. The Citizen believes that, seeing no hope of getting this printing from the regular
republican organization, the morning paper went deliberately to work to break up the organization, defeat
Tho
the party and secure control of the legislature.
Citizen believes that having most ignomlnlously failed In
its raid on the party, the organization and the legislature, the morning paper has become actually Insare
with anger, chagrin, disappointment and defeated ambition; and to this The Citizen believes can be attributed
the astounding course of blackguard abuse and malicious misrepresentation the morning paper has unceasingly pursued with reference to the majority In the
legislature and to everything republican in the territory.
The foregoing things The Citizen believes, but Tha
Citizen knows that the public printing of the city of
Albuquerque Is let by the city council to the lowest reliable bidder. On that basis The Citizen obtained the
city printing and is the ofllclal organ of the city. Thfl
Journal in its warfare upon the republican organization,
secured In this county its one little success, amidst u
It
eries of unbroken and overwhelming defeats.
elected the great, the only and the altogether reform
administration in county affairs. As soon as they were
in office, the county commissioners gave to the morning
paper the county printing, without calling for bids, and
entirely upon the paper's own terms.
This example or
reform and of the Journal's desire to save the public
vast sums in public printing speaks for itself.
IT
SHOWS HOW UTTERLY WITHOUT TRUTH IS THE
CLAIMS OF THAT PAPER THAT IT IS WORKING TO
SECURE A LAW THAT PUBLIC PRINTING SHALL
BE DONE BY THE LOWEST BIDDER.
There is one more thing The Citizen thinks it
knows. It is this: As long as the republican party U
dominant in the territory of New Mexico, the morning
paper will never bei public printer.
C'UI-le-
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GROUND OF OPPOSITION
During the present legislative session' the mornlnf
paper of this city has taken upon itself the sponsorship
of the minority interests.
Thus far It has opposed
every measure introduced by the majority, irrespective
of merit, expediency or the sentiment of the people.
This fct alone has discredited its efforts with the
In territorial affairs. There can be but on
Interpretation of persistent and indiscriminate denunciation of every man Who is not a member of the pitifully
maU minority, and the Journal's attitude is one of the
Snost remarkable eVef taken by a newspaper In a legislative contest.
For a man or newspaper to foist the allegation day
after day that every member of the lower house, with
d
political
seven exceptions, is a corrupt,
shyster Is bo ridlgulQuu that it has worked Its own
Tefutatlon. That the people of all parts of the territory,
except in three or four counties, have deliberately gone
to the foils and elected a lot of reprobates and political
blacklegs who are surreptitiously looting and damning
the best Interests of the territory in a solid phalanx of
corruption, Is recognized even by those politically
prejudiced as the last and most unwarranted expedient
of a desperate political antagonism.
Its only effect hat
been to Intensify discord and rob the minority of its last
iota of prestige.
No better evidence of the Journal's policy to op
pose the majority in toto, regardless of Intrinsic merl
and the wishes of the people, could be found than its
false stand on the district attorney bill. It is opposing
a worthy measure, one approved by the people, and long
ago adopted In the states. Why? Because it interprets
the passage of such a bill as detrimental to the minor
ity's Influence.
Its logic Is: This is a good bill, the
people want It, but It must not be passed now, because
It will weaken a temporary political machine In which
the people t large are not interested.
The only argument it I. us tried to utter against the bill Is that th.
people of Valencia and Sandoval counties might in
fluence the election In this district, with a veiled inslnu
atlon that Die voters of these counties could not be
trusted to vote honestly.
This is the sort of program Mr. Sulzer is being
asked to carry out, and which is depriving Bernalillo
county of influential representation.
Indiscriminate
opposition to the majority may amply satisfy the Morn
trig Journal's personal ends, but it will not obtain for
the county and city the results pledged to the voters
last November.
graft-imbue-

Special legislative correspondent of Imily optic
The Albuquerque democratic organ's dirty attack upon
Representative Holt, of Dona Ana country, Is beginuln
to react, and over here in Santa Fe, where the Journal
once found great favor, Its enter supporters are getting
a trille sore at the way It handles matters, it Is wen
asserted that Governor Hagerrnan made a special trip
to Albuquerque last Saturday night to call the Joui-noff and to insist that their reports be given with more
judgment.
The Journal, which has been posing as th
friend of the people and for reform in territorial poll
tics, was completely exposed in last night's issue of the
Albuquerque Citizen, and was shown up to be a ri'furiiif
for "revenue only."
"The Daily Citizen," says the morning pape
"seems to persist it assuming that the people are no
possessed of orditiary intelligence." Don't you bellev
it, sonny. There Is where you are making the mlstak
Yo
of your life.
The people are on to your curves.
have fooled some of them some time, but you can't fool
You have been publicly brande
all of them any more.
as a malicious liar by the legislative house of the terrl
toiy, and the people know that all your yelping abou
reform is merely in the cause of graft.
Danny' coat of varied hues has been taking on
Already
few more patches in the last several days.
d
as the robe of thi
the rainbow is not so
modern Joseph of the Morning Journal.
purti-colore-
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TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

SOMETHING ABOUT HATS
FOR CITIZEN LADY READERS

X

The following quotations were received by F. j. oraf & Co., brokers.
over their own nrlvntn wire from
0000XKX)000XX0XXXXXX000XX
New York. Room 37, Barnett buildin
bringing
Spring millinery Is here In all Its glory,
ing, Albuquerque, N. M.:
Its train such a store of beauty and novelty as mu'l
New York Stock.
surely dcaght the feminine world in fcncral. Milliners May Cotton
19.76
133
are breathing a sigh of relief as the a? ence of the American Sugar
American Smelters
14014
much-beeccentricities of the past lew seasons Is Amalgamated
110
Copper
4 4
The saleswomen will have an easier time Ii American Car Foundry
noticed.
Atchison,
102
the spring and the world of women will find Itself in American com
72
ELocomotlve
more becoming but none the less modish headgear.
Anaconda ,
294
110 H
The mushroom, brim is notably prevalent among Baltimore and Ohio
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
70
tendency
general
a
In
have
brims
new
and
model
the
Canadian Pacific
186 H
to droop. Although lucre is no lack of the lifted brim, Colorado Fuel
44
Chicago
15
Western
It Is never the directly upstanding sort, and most usu- Erie comGreat,
.. . ,
34 V4
ally It droops again after being lifted.
Louisville and Nashville
12814
80
Crowns are In every variety. The draped sorts and Missouri Pacific
23
Central
the low, broad Btyles In various unusual shapes are Mexican
National Lead
674
most In evidence. Draped straw crowns are much used, New York Central
128
shape
tarn
or
In
sort
sewn
hood
being
of
a
the braid
Norfolk
84 H
and then draped, usually being caught In some fashion Ontario and Western
4314
129 H
against the crown. The straight Gainsborough crown Pennsylvania
116
Is little used In the early models, nor docs tho dome Readlrg com
Rock Island com
24
crown appear in uny appreclablo number, though the St.
Paul
145
rounded edge Is shown on many crowns.
Southern Railway com
25
91
The crown is not an absolute necessity, however, Southern Pacific
171
Pacific
and many models show the plateau used with no pre- I'nion
H. S. com
II.
44
tence of a crown. Others show flower crowns, either IT. S. S. pfd
104
closely set In a regular crown shape, or simply a mass Greene ex 40
Jin
of naturally arranged flowers.
Shannon ,
22
190
There Is a wealth of novelty Btraw thfci season in Calumet and Arizona
Old
56
Dominion
addition to the well known favorites so long In use.
Range
93
Leghorn is evidently to be even more popular than last Copper
North Butte
113
year; Panama is much shown in the more expensive Butte Coal
84
hats; Milan, hemp and Jap braids are in good stand- Atlantic
22
ing; hair braid, the most essentially summery of them
Kansas City Livestock.
all, is again to the front and pyroxylin is likewise we'l
Kansas City, Feb. 28. Cattle refavored. The Italian tape braid is shown in exquisite
6,000, including 400 southerns.
quality; in addition there are any number of fancy ceipts
Market steady.
steers $3.75
straws whose treatment, rather than origin are of Im 05.25; southernSouthern
cows
$2.603.75;
portance.
stockers and feeders J3. 006.30;
.Silk and satin are used in combination with straw bulls 3.004.25; calves 3.60 Q 7.25 ;
5.90; westIn some very modish creations, and though somewhat western fed steers 14.00
ern fed cows $2.75 4.60.
heavy in effect, are still very smart. However, whi'e
Sheep receipts 8000, market steady
summery fabrics are readily accepted for winter wear, Muttons $4.755.60; lambs
$6,600
the reversal of the order is not so pleasing, except In 7.30; range wethers $5.2506.40; fed
ewes $4.6005.15.
the matter of plumes and wings, which are now equally the property of summer and winter oeason.- Omaha Livestock.
Ribbons are still used In quantities, though not
Omaha, Feb. 28. Cattle receipts,
quite so lavishly as last spring, but the loads of flowers 3,000. Market steady to Btrong. Cows
The ribbons and heifers
and plumes could Bcarcely be weightier.
western
$3.5004.40;
usd are chiefly of the faille and messallne variety, al steers $3.2505.25; Texas steers $3.00
though the novelty printed sorts are likewise used. 04.40; cows and heifers $2.2504.00;
and
stockers
Velvet ribbons are especially well favored and are much canners $2.0003.00;
feeders $3.0005.00;
calves $3,000
used for streamers.
6.50; bulls $2.5004.25.
Flowers never offered a more attractive medium of
Sheep receipts 7,000 market strongwethers
$5.7506.45;
trimming. Not only roses, which are In every size and er. Yearlings
olor, and the violets, alwaya popular, but almost every $5.2505.65; ewes $4.6005.35; lambs
flower that suggests Itself to mind is in the milliner's as- $6.7607.35.
sortment. Morning glories in muslin or In velvet are
Chicago Livestock.
simply exquisite; wistaria in its delicate colorings makes
Chicago, Feb. 28. Cattle receipts,
a beautiful addition; pansles are in all the richness and 7,000. Market steady to 10 cents
higher. Beeves $4.1506.90; cows and
beauty that Is so peculiarly their own;
$1.6005.25;
stockers
and
Lilacs, field flowers in all their multitudinous variety, heifers
feeders $2.000,4.85; Texans $3,750
and beside these are tle wonderful grapes In every 4.75;
calves $6.0007.50.
color, cherries, and grasses.
Sheep receipts 15,000.
Market
ere never more extensively used, and nor strong. Sheep $3.6507.60 lambs $4.75
Plumes
only are the usual plumes and tips in order, but the
7.65.
fancy made ostrich in boa and willow ends, and also
Produce Market.
Wings are
odd little ruchlngs are in endless verlety.
Chicago, Feb. 28. Closing quotapossessed of all the beauty of the natural sort, but are
in Buch wonderful suppleness, shapes and sizes that none tions:
July
Wheat May
could suppose them anything but "made," even though
July
Corn May
they are so skillfully put together that the feat seems
May
July
Oat
Impossible of accomplishment.
Pork May $16.52; July $16.65.
Lard May $9.75; July $9.77.
The novelties In the feather line are in almost end
Ribs May $9.07: July $9.20.
Argus quills lined with marabout,
less succession.
curiously "burned out"; coque feathers, that have a
Money Market.
wonderful fragility and daintiness of appearance, though
New ork, Feb. 28. Prime merquite durable; coque and marabout combinations in cantile paper 6 06 per cent; Sliver
many sorts, birds both natural and made, and quills. 67 c; Money on call firm, 606 per
cent.
are In every conceivable style.
Ornaments take a conspicuous place this season,
Metal Market.
variously shaped buckles in every sort, from the simple
New York, Feb. 28. Lead quiet,
cut steel to those which are really triumphs of the $6.00 06.30; copper firm; unchanged.
Jewelers' art, being most conspicuous. The large novelSpelter Market.
ty pins are much used and these likewise come In many
St. Louis, Feb. 28. Spelter $6.75.
different materials find designs.
In the
feature
Perhaps the most predominant
"Bob" Putney's
Thomas Flyer
spring's showing is the drooping effect in which the made the trip In from Hell canyon,
miles, in an hour and
trimming is arranged at the back. It Is not at all un- twenty-tw- o
thirty minutes this afternoon. R. L.
common for the mass of flowers, or feathers to reach Dodson
did the stearing. In the car
nearly or quite to the shoulders, and long streamers were Mr. Putney, F. H. Kent and
of ribbon are much used.
William Jenks. The party had been
Scarfs and long veils are also notably prominent, on a prospecting trip to the canyon,
ami are very dressy and becoming. Itlbbon and chiffon where Mr. Kent has some partially
frequently are Joined in a scarf, while the lortg clilffon developed gold property.
or brussels lace veils form a Very effective garniture.
The new music for the Learnard
Chantllly lace combines very prettily with chiffon and and Lindemann boys' band arrived
occasionally spangled veils are seen. Plaited chiffon today and the first rehearsal ts called
or ribbon frequently forms the border, a border of for tonight at 6:30 o'clock at the Amsome sort being used on almost all of these draperies, erican Lumber company band room,
which usually shroud the crown and then fall grace- on Gold avenue, over the Insley Cycle
fully from the back of the hat. The Millinery Trade Co. No spectators will be allowed.

15 Per Cent

Lower
In Price

nt

forget-me-not-

78.
46.
87.

47;
40;

BARGAINS IN RUGS,

1IOMK, SWF.F.T HOME,
with its cosy air and comfort-givin- g
luxury, Is the place one likes to be
above all others, especially If you have
your easy chair or rocker ready to
spend the evening In. Look at our fine
display of rockers, easy chairs, sofas
and furnishings for bedrooms, dining
rooms, parlors and libraries, and you
will want to secure them at our present prices.

linoleums and oil cloths
make the opportunity now presented
by us a rare chance to get the highest
mattings,

quality of goods at the lowest possible figures. We have Just received
rugs.
a new supply of over seventy-fiv- e

F. H. STRONG,
STRONG
'

BLOCK

I

MMYeiUffI
WILLIAM MclNTOSH,

lreldeut

SOLOMON LUNA,

T. C. NEAD, Treasurer sod

In Albuquerque

See Ours

MclNTOSH HARDWARE CO.
P. Matteucci
EXPERT

and Repairing

Shoemaking
103

M.

Flrt

EAT MORE

3. D. Eakln, President
O. Gloml, Vice President.

ChM. Mellnl,

O. BachecM,

8ticesori to

'

MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A QIOMI.
WMOLKBALK DEALERS IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
W

kttp tvrytblng la

stock to outfit the
most fastidious bar eomplota

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the 8outhwot for Je. t.
Schlitz, Wm. Lemp and 8t Louie A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer's Cedar Brook, Loule Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and other standard brande of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as received by us from the best 1 Uertea,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat a. Call and Inspect ov
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price Wst
Issued to dealers only.

Humphrey

of foods-go- od,
of the most nutritious
wholesome bread and less of
and note your gain
the
In health. Ditto in money saving, because bread la cheaper than meats
and
Just as gratifying
to the appetite. To get the best bread
and other flour products, always order "BUTTER CREAM."

'
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HEAT with the
Whole of it

PIONEER BAKERY,
South First Street.

COOK with
Half of it

Simple.

&

Cheap.

X

Economical.
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If you start out to look for heroes, you will never

OOOOCKX

.

they are likely to
cir

by the smallest and most unexpected

cumstance.
Heroism is spontaneous.
We are not going to write you an editorial today
on the subject of heroism, but repeat to you a story
told recently by Bishop Potter, head of the Episcopal
church in New York. It is a short story, and an in
terestlng story. We would like to have our family of
readers think about it and discuss it. We print It be
cause of the good we hope it will do.
ltllioj Potter's Story.
"I was culled upon the other day to speak to one
of our clergy into whose life had come a great sorrow
liy a tragedy he had lost an only son, and when I wni
to him to speak such poor words as 1 could, out of his
grief he told nie this story of the boy, w ho had bee l
In the employ of a great corporation.
"He was charged ono day with the duly of going
to a man who had lost both Ills limbs In a cu'ustrophc
in which undoubtedly the corporation wus not negligent.
but which the boy did not know at tho time.
" 'Take this check for $250,' they said. 'Go to the
hospital, give it to the man, and take his receipt in full
for all claims by him against the company.' The cheeky
seemed a paltry compensation for the great injuries
sustained, and the boy said, 'I can not do it; I can
not do it.'
" You cannot do It?
You
What do you mean'.'
are to do what you are told to do,' they replied.
"And the youth said, 'I am under the eye of G jj,
and that forbids me doing it.'
"Hciieve inc. my bretheren, you may raise statues
and monuments to heroes, fallen upon the battlelields
but 1 dure say no more splendid act of heroism than
that of this young man is on the pages of history. The
head of tiie great corporation, bo it said to his credit,
said, when they talked of discharging him, 'No; he
shall not be compelled to go contrary to his conscience.
Give the matter o some other person.'
"So, my brothers, as you go back to the hurry and
the crush and the perils above and about and beneath
you, remember God Is In Heaven, ami watches over HiB
children."

-
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They are

crtrj

Treasurer.

Consolidated Liquor Company
iJl'U.j

Review.

HEROISM IN PRIVATE LIFE
EQUALS THAT ON BATTLEFIELD

Minsjer

For the
Best Line of

s.

77;

find them.
be created

28, 1MT.
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The Albuquerque
floe Clontrif. Ilfth
UUJj LIvUlllU Llglll

and Power Go.
Corner Fourth and
Gold Avenue
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Years the Standard of Piano Construction)

(Eighty-fiv- e

Conceded today to bt the best in the world

Sky.

"

ftVryvi

Chickering & Sons, Pianos
...SOLD ONLY BT THE...
(Established 1882.)
Come In and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything In music
from a talking machlns to a Grand Piano Sold on our new easy payment plan,
116 8outh Second street.

1

--

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

J. F. PALMER

I?

Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,
PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEC- TABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
601 North First Street
Both Phones.

O

O

O

O
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The St. Elmo
TonightA

Soldier's Sweetheart

A Beautiful. Love Story, She would sooner be the young
man's slave than the old man's darlinS.

JOSEPH

O

BARNETT, Prop'r.

12 0 West Railroad Avenue
lOilaViOieAOAOaaiOAOeaOieaO
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Finest Whiskies '
as

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

sample: and

club rooms

Oinooia

THURSDAY, KKUntUR

THAT BAND

CO- WEDNESDAY
N-

The Baby's Be J
"aiesaiiawssssMssssBWSMSf

g

Mass.
C. I. Long, bass, Akron, Ohio.

Charles Elwyn, baritone, from the
Barnum & Bailey shows.
Harry Lathrop, solo trombone, Barnum & Bailey shows.
H. K. Spencer, trombone, Lawrence
Kansas.
It. W. McCain, extra trombone,
shows.
Nate Bolton, French horn, of Detroit, and the Wallace shows.
H. C. Kackley, French horn, Hutchison, Kansas.
Frank Crowe, melophone, Barnum
'& Bailey shows for seventeen years.
Roy Anderson, alto horn Barnum
A. BaJ
and Wallace shows.
Luther Kester, solo cornet, Harrls-burPa., formerly with Barnum &
Bailey shows.
C. C. Brittenham, solo cornet, Danley-sho-

g.

111.

que,

first cornet, Albuquer-

Moya,

Chaa.

Louis.

A. Taylor, first cornet,

Sig. Riovorotadi

St.

Agostlno, trumpet,

of the Ban da Rosa.

Tomas de Blass, second cornet, Albuquerque.
Arthur Cox. solo clarionet. Des
Moines. Ia., from Barnum & Bailey
shows and Phlnney's band.
J. A. Jorosch, solo clarionet, Orand
Rapids, Mich., Brook's band.
clarionet, (Jentry's
L. O. Lawyer,
band.
George Sponberg, clarionet, Barnum & Badley shows.
Charles Lang, clarionet, Wallace
shows.
R. F. Noble, clarionet, Chicago.
O. N. Evans, piccolo, Wichita, Kas.
Nick de Blass, snure drum, Albuquerque.
saxophone, AlbuJ. McGulnnesH,
querque.
H. F. Young, big drum, Pittsburg,
Pa,, of Sells and Barnum shows.
Fred K. Ellis, director, Otsego,
Mich., trombone, and for eighteen
years with the Barnum & BaJley
shows, including five years in Europe.

JAILED IN

HATHAWAY

INDIAN

yh;n;

TERRITORY

man

akhkstkd
must
almm;oiuo
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si:i:iors t ii iu;i:.

Deputy United States Marshal Forbes has returned to Albuquerque
from Ardmore, Indian Territory. He
arrived last night after nn absence
of eight days. Official business took
the deputy first to Alamogordo, N.
M.t and thence to Ardmore, Indian
Territory, where he placed one, N.
Hathaway in the federal jail for safe
keeping.
Hathaway, who has bei-living in
the southeastern part of the territory
for some time past, was wanted badly
at Tishlmongo, Indian Territory, for
a number of tilings, among which are
seduction and carrying
concealed
weapons. The United States marshal's
oflice here was furnished photographs
and a description of the man and he
was located on the Oliver Lee ranch,
fifteen miles south of Alamogordo.
A week ago last Tuesday, Forbes
departed
armed
for Alamogordo
with the necessary papers to arrest
Hathaway,, whom he found at the
ranch. He then took his prisoner to
Tishlmongo, but he was transferred
to Ardmore and put In Jail there to
await trial.
Hathaway is a young man about -- 3
years old. He came to New Mexico
when he was wanted in the Indian
Territory.
NOTICE TO OIT1CI AXS.
The third annual meeting of the
New Mexico Board of Examiners in
optometry will be held at room 10,
Whiting building, on March 1. 1H07.
By order of S. T. Vann, president.

Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 28. According to the statement of facts as set
forth in the written opinion in the
case of the territory of New Mexico,
appellant, versus Abran Abeyta, ap
pellee, which was rendered by Chief
Justice William J. Mills, Abeyta was
indicted for embezzlement in November, 1903. There were nine separate
counts in the Indictment. A demurrer
was Interposed by the defendant to
each and every count, which was sustained as to the second, fourth, sixth,
seventh, eighth and ninth counts and
afterwards as to the first, third and
fifth counts, which resulted in the indictment being quashed by the court.
The territory took an appeal to the
territorial supreme court from the
action of the district court in sustain
ing the demurrer in the first, third
and fifth counts. These counts stipulated that the sum of money alleged
to have been embezzled had belonged
respectively to the territory to Socorro county and to the school funds of
Socorro county. This case created
something of a sensation when the in
dictment was returned by the grand
Jury. Abeyta's bondsmen made good
the shortage by agreement with the
county commissioners.
Section 1125
of the compiled laws upon which the
affirmance opinion is based is held by
the court in the ruling to make a de
murrer to an Indictment charging a
county treasurer with embezzlement
sustainable
where the indictment
does not specify that the defendant
mentioned therein has not paid or is
unable to pay the funds alleged to
have been misappropriated.
Another case of more than passing
lntere.it in which the opinion was
handed down by Associate Justice
John R. McFle is that of the territory
of New Mexico, appellant, versus Fe-ll- z
Gonzales, appellee, taken also on
appeal from the district oourt of Socorro county. Gonzales wan Indicted
for assault with intent to kill and for
assault with a deadly weapon upon
one Samuel O. Vuvlan. These charges
were respectively the first and second
counts of a single indictment. Gonzales was tried and found guilty of
the second count, that of the assault
with a deadly weapon, and sentenced
to thiee years in the
penitenltary.
Motions for a new trial and in arrest
of judgment were tiled and upon being overruled, rtn appeal was taken.
The opinion affirms the decision of
the trial court.
Associate Justice Edward A. Mann
rendered a decision affirming judgment of the district court of San
Juan county in the cases of Frederick
E. Hyde, Jr., appellee, versus James
E. Elmejvet al., appellants, and Marietta P. Weatherill, appellee, versus
James E. Elmer, appellant.
These
cases were both tried at the time
Mr. Elmer was sheriff of San Juan
county. As the facts in the two cases
are the same excepting as to names of
the parties at litigation and the values and descriptions of the property
Involved one opinion served for both.
In the first mentioned of these two
causes a man named Hill recovered
judgment against one Richard Weath-erhi- ll
and had an execution issued
which was levied upon the property
In controversy as the property of the
execution therefor. Hyde brought an
action in replevin and took possession
of the property under this writ. The
replevin suit was dismissed on account of some df'ect in the proceedings and the court ordered a return
to the sheriff.
No actual return of
the property was made but the sheriff
acknowledged receipt of it in writing.
The sheriff answered by filing a general denial when this action in replevin was instituted and afterward filed
an amended answer denying that he
had unlawfully detained the property
in litigation.
A Judgment of 700
was rendered against the appellant,
Elmer. In the other case judgment
was found for the appellee for $400.
In the bankruptcy case of Bernard
Myer of Albuquerque,
the opinion
handed down by Chief Justice Will-laJ. Mills, confirmed the finding of
the Second Judicial
district court.
Mr. Myer had filed a voluntary petition in bankruptcy and was adjudged
a bankrupt and a referee appointed
to settle with hia creditors. Pauline
W. Myer, was allowed 11,970 by the
referee, which she claimed belonged
to her before her marriage. This action was approved by the court but
the
recommendation
other
that
claims be preferred to it was disapproved and it was ordered that hers
and all other approved claims were
entitled to a pro rata share of the
bankrupt estate. In the appeal filed
by the trustee it was alleged that Mrs.
Myer's claim was barred by the statute of limitations.
m
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PARK KEXT SUNDAY
ASSOCIATION' TO ITI.L
DK1I;
OI K SKItll'.S It RING SPRING
MONTHS
riliST CARD.

At a meeting of the Albuquerque
Gentlemen's Driving association, hem
Tuesday night, it was decided that
the weather had moderated sufficient
to permit training and that it was
time to begin the spring racing. The
first of a series will be pulled off at
Traction park Sunday with the following card:
I'lrst Race.
1:30 trot illustrious Maid, owned
and driven by J. Johnson;
Trixy,
owned and driven by Anderson.
Second Uu-e-.
1:20 trot or pace Corcelll, owned
and driven by O. Berger; McGinty.
owned and driven by It. H. Greenleaf
Maud Kalsberry, owned by J.
driven by A. Frost.
Tlilnl Race.
Khecam, owned
and driven by J. I,evy; Daniel J., owned and driven by J. Johnson; Monkey
Mack, owned by C. Coe, driven by A.
Frost.
Races Called at 2:30 sharp.

To Customers of .Matthew Dairy.
Owing to one of our drivers beliw
suddenly called away by the death of
his mother, we are compelled to put
Any cus
a new man on the route.
tomer falling to get regular service
TKK'S HOT
will receive prompt attention by tele- TON'S DRUG CIHMOI.ATE.
STORE.
phoning 420.
THE MATTHEW DAIRY CO...
coming 'Cut West.'

m

should be a fitting accompaniment to all that im
portant person's belong
ings. Nothing is more
comfortable, sanitary and
safe than a

COURT

JEAT

The
public Is promised
a rare treat at the Klks' opera house
on the evening of March 8, when the
American Lumber Co. band, assisted
by Mrs. Sllbernagle, soprano, Prof. PI
Mauro, violinist, and Mr. Kills, baritone, will present what Is perhaps
the most notable concert of Its kind
ever assayed In the Duke City.
Albuquerque folk have congregated
on Saturday evenings to hear the
band play, therefore they know what
to expect, and Fred K.- Ellis, director
of the band, who Is In charge of the
concert arrangement, promiftea
that
the audience, which greets "curtain"
at the Elks' on the evening of the
concert, will not disappointed.
In addition to the soloists mentioned, Mr. Ellis will oiler a trombone solo, with band accompaniment.
A feature of the musical numbers
by the band is a descriptive piece
called "The Hunting Scene." With It
the audience will be taken to the
Zunls on a wolf chase. There will
be realiBtn in the horn of the hunters
and the echo of the hills not to mention the baying hounds and spirited
"gallop" of the chase. This grows
with
faster and faster, punctuated
shouts and the report of fire arms,
when the quarry Is brought to bay.
The band will appear In new uniforms and there will be special scenery arrangements.
Novelty programs
are promised, on which will appear a
picture of the popular musical organization.
It is announced that Governor
will be Invited to the concert and the indications are that It
will find society out en masse. Numerous requests for box seats have
already been received.
The company of capable band and
orchestra men whom Mr. Ellis has
selected Includes some of the best
known musicians on the road. Here
is the list:
It. V. Reynolds, double B bass,
from Bay State band, Middleboro,

ville,
Mr.

PA OK F1V1H.
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Four Soloists Will Contribute Abeyta and Gonzales Cases
Given Attention by
Musical Numbers-Gover- nor
Appeal Court.
Invited.
music-lovin-

EV F.N TNG 4JTT1ZRN.

SUPREME

CERT PROMISES
BIG
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Metal Crib
Thes9 come in white and vernis martin.

Ifh.fll

A

Welt-Ma-

and

ds

Wire

ed

Mattress

completes this desirable piece. Sides drop down to allow
the little one to creep into and out of the crib without
being lifted.

fJoiv

For Pure Food in tho
OHMil TIEED

Come ia and see tfccm on out floor.

TATE

ALBERT FABER'S

... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

Examine tho label. Tho now food law requires thai
statements as to tho contents of tho package must
bo true. Knowing tho contents', you
be sure to
purchase only pure, cream of tartar can
baking powder

!000004KC0K04K004K

A Checking Account
Puts System Into Your Business

Cream Baking Powder

you pay all bills by check, your business is recorded
Each Item shows for Itself. There is a
record of all receipts and expenditures In your bank

WHEN

Mado from Or apes

book.

For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. Tou have positive
proof that you paid each obligation;
We give the same careful attention to both large and small
accounts.
...
r. ... nmyfib

..t,t

The Bank of Commerce
MOUNTAINAIn;

'

RARIFIEO AIR,
SCENERY
What Santa Fe Cut-of- f
Is
ing For Abo Pass
Country.

Do-

In answer to the question, "What's
new over your way?" James P. Dun-lavpresident of the Abo Land company, owners of the townslte of
Mountainair
replied:
"Everything.
We have a new town in a new country, on a new railroad,' the best In the
country; with a new and better civilization supplanting an old one, with
new conditions and new opportunities
and a town founded on a new idea
in New Mexico
we prohibit saloons
and kindred evils on the townslte."
John W. Corbett and hia string
of official titles Is in the city with Mr.
Dunlavy and they are here on personal business and business connected with the town of Mountainair.
When asked for a statement of conditions over there he was overcome
by his innate modeBty, acquired
by
long newspaper service and with a
wave of the hand, turned the matter
over to Mr. Dunlavy, who Hfter a little urging, continued:
"Mountainair was for a long time
considered a joke and I must confess
that I was one of the Doubting
Thomases. I used to make a good
deal of sport of Mr. Corbett when
he was about all there was of Mountainair, which shows that a man does
not
always recognize opportunity
when he meets it In the road. When
I first saw the place I thought it was
so far from the beaten path that it
would take years for people to find
It, regardless of what natural advantages it might possess, but later, when
I saw and realized the kind of road
the Santa Fe company was building,
It suddenly dawned upon me that, located on a road like that and possessing so many natural advantages, all
the beaten paths would soon lead in
that direction and I am better satisfied today than ever that my surmise
Is correct.
Natural Kotoiiwes.
"Mountainair is in tho timber belt,
at the summit of Abo pass and is
near the older settlements, where dry
farming, in a very crude way, has
been carried on for more than 100
years by the native people, and they
have been successful, too. They have
never known a failure, even in 1904,
the dry year, they succeeded in raising pretty fair crops. The timber belt
gets more rain and more snow than
the open prairie country
and the
evaporation is less. In other words,
this is the one place in New Mexico
u hero the conditions favor successful dry farming with but little or no
probability of failure. Last year we
had a colony of Oklahoma people,
men who understood farming and
v ho had the means to carry
out their
ideas, and their experiments
were
very satisfactory.
From this nucleus
we now have a large number of good
farmers from Oklahoma, Kansas and
other points, who realize and understand the conditions they have to
meet and who are going ahead In a
business like way to devolep and Improve the country they have chosen
as the place in which to build their
homes and rear their families. They
know what they are up against and
are not hesitating about what may
happen they have been through
worse conditions in Kansas and are
not afraid. Recently we have secured
a large immigration of young Kansas
farmers, who inherited the spirit of
the Kansas pioneer from their parents, and they have the means to do
with.
It is this class of people to
whom tho Mountainair country ap- peals in the main. We do not boast
shallow water, we do not need it and
do not want it, we have rainfall sufficient, If conserved, and we are getting a class of settlers who know how
this is done.
y,

I'e

Cut-of- f.

"Work is progressing as rapidly as
possible on the new line and we will
soon have through trains from Tex-Ic- o
to litlen, but there is still lots of
work to do before fast trains can
make time over the new line. We

hope the fall time card will run the
limited trains our way and then busl-- j
ness will begin to pick up In earnest.
We have not done much to advertise
or push this section of the country
as yet because the railroad company,
with whom we are working in harmony, is not ready. However, neither
we nor the railroad company can
hold things back much longer, for
the people of the east are already
headed our way and every man who
sees the country once becomes a missionary among his frinds.
Experimental
Funning.
"We are experimenting this year
with Colorado field peas, and If our
experiments
are successful,, as we
have every reason to believe, we will
make Mountainair the center of the
largest lamb fattening district In the
west.
Heretofore it has been necessary to ship our stock to Colorado or
Kansas points to fatten, but this we
Intend to stop and keep our money
at home. We have recently acquired
the ownership of a water ditch running from the mountains to a point
below Mountainair and in a few days
we will have both mountain water
and mountain air with whlph,' to re
gale our friends. We now have the
Imest well water In abundance In
New Mexico, but running water ap- peals to most people and it will prove
an occular demonstration that nil of
New Mexico is not desert.
,
Prohibition Enforced.
"To Mr. Corbett belongs largely the
credit for the crank prohibition idea,
but he lived in Kansas so long after
leaving Kentucky that he la not to
blame. When this idea was first suge
gested we were told by
town
boomers that It would never win in
New Mexico, that we were wasting
time and money nnd were killing an
developotherwise proposition but
ments are proving tho wisdom of
the idea. There are thousands of good
people all over the east who are looking for a nice place in a good climate
in which to make homes to spend
their declining years, and they are already inquiring about Mountainair
and investigating Its claims. In every
instance, so far, one look was enough
and not one has been disappointed.
We are now working on a hotel proposition, which we hope to have completed by the time limited trains are
running, and have every reason to
believe dt will be built this summer.
We propose to make It one of the
best hotels in the country, one that
will advertise the town, and to this
end are interesting only good men in
the enterprise. This, like everything
else connected with Mountainair, we
intend to have first class.
Natural Scenery.
"At the suggestion of t lie Santa Fe
company, we last summer secured
the services of Oilie K. Aultmann, of
Trinidad, Colo., one of the best known
and most successful artists of the
west, and we secured nearly 100 fine
views of scenes in and nmund Mountainair, including the old apple trees
at Manzuno, the old mission ruins of
Gran Quivira, Cuara and Abo, all of
which are nearer Mountainair than to
any other station, and ilm company
will use these pictures to advertise
the country through its publication,
'The Earth.' We have a letter from
President Ripley commending; in the
highest terms our Ideas and giving us
the assurance of his su :t In every
way in carrying them o
With hia
support, we confidently expect to
Springs
of
make this the Colorado
New Mexico,
with tin Colorado
i
out.
This
zephyrs and nilci dust
lasting, but
may sound a little like
pened
and
b
stranger things have
will happen.
jerque au"If the Torrance-Albi- :
tomobile lino proves a s resa It will
cross at Mountainair, j ii'iing us In
close touch with Gran juivlra, Cuara, and other scenic p is is of Interenterprise
est, and if this propos
falls through, local capit i will take
the matter up and as soon as the new
road is completed autoii idles will be
used in connection with lie tourist
business to these points.
"We now have a few f Albuquerque's best men interest, with us out
there and would like to ive more of
them. We like tho booker spirit In
Albuquerque and this po ut being the
closest and best resort t Albuquerque, the 'Boosters' of
'ur city are
Invited to Investigate " - there for
themselves."
old-tim-
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Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

BILL FOR EACH COUNTY
TO ELECT ATTORNEY
(Continued from Page One.)
Dona Ana county attorney are generally followed by the house.
The committee on territorial affairs
and the railroad conunlttee are also
at work.
The other committees are
keeping their work also well in hand.
It Is even reported that "Llttlefleld"
Ruppe intends to call a meeting soon
of the committee on militia, of which
he is chairman, to consider the one
bill before that body.
lluppe Again on I land Wagon.
"Llttlefleld" Ruppe, Albuquerque's
illustrious son of legislative fame, got
on the band wagon when Sulzer's bill
council bill No. 16 relative to the
repeal of the law permitting making
Bpeclal levies by county commissioners for the feeding of Jail prisoners,
came up in the house with a favorable erport from the Judiciary committee.
The bill created considerable disMr. Holt, Mr. Hudspeth,
cussion.
Mr. Mulllns and Llttlefleld Ruppe all
spoke on the measure.
The discussion waxed rather warm,
at least for Mr. Ruppe, when Mr.
Holt asked hint pointedly: "Is therj
any fear on the part of Bernalillo
county's representatives here that the
present county commissioners of Bernalillo county will abuse this law 'if
it is left on the statute books?"
Mr. Ruppe replied:
"I want to to
on record right here as saying that
Bernalillo county has reformed and
has a good set of county officials, but
the law Is not needed and should be
repealed. I am not In favor of having so lax a measure on our statute
books.
It is not only our duty to
enact laws, but to strike off defective
laws."
This heroic utterance did not evoke
applause. Mr. Holt then moved that
the bill be read In full the third time
preparatory to its passage and asked
for the roll. All voted In favor of
the third reading.
When the bill
was read the minority was thrown
Into ecstacies of fear.
"Llttlefleld"
Ruppe calmly climbed upon the band
wagon and moved that the bill be
Mr. Beach sectabled indefinitely.
onded the motion, stating that he "always agreed with his friend from
Bernalillo county."
The bill was
tabled. The minority having lost its
commander fell back in disorder.
Ruppe wanted to drive the band
wagon while the band played,
"I
Don't Know Where I'm Going, Bit
I'm On My Way."
HEARD ON Till: 1IAM)IC.
Mr. Abbott, of Santa Fe, Is in receipt of the following communica"Off again, on again, gone
tion:
again, trying to get on again
Ruppe." He Is at a loss to know 0
what It refers.
"I wish I hail the voice Chief
Clerk Martin, of the council
said a member recently.
'There is never any trouble In understanding him. no matter In what part
of the chamber onu may be. Clear
enunciation and a strong, carrying
voice should be the first requisites In
the selection of a chief clerk, and Mr.
Martin has 'em."
Mr. Walters, of San Juan county,
wants the special fence law for San
Juan county, now on the statute
books, abolished. This the members
of the house will ugree to gladly If
the old fences shall be used in building a tall one around "Llttlefleld"
Ruppe. He is stampeding the minority.

jjChas. L. Keppeler
DEALER IN
New and Second Hand

Furniture Repaired,

FURNITURE

MATTRESSES

Household Goods,
Stoves, Ranges,
Chinaware, Crockery.

K

Made Over,

UphoUtcr-In-

g

and Picture Framing.
All Work Guaranteed.

315 and 319 South Second Street
ALBUQUERQUE, N. Kl
Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaur ant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters Jg
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - - -

C.

UnderSavoy Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG,

Proprietor

Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

The telephone makes the
duties lighter, the cares less

telephone
preserve
The
your health, prolongs your life"
and protects your home.

and the worries fewer.

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN YOUR HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

HANDSOME

Crockery
Souvenir
ws
or
vie
Cathedral, Commercial Club
Household Goods of Every Description

Alvarado,

."

$200 REWARD.
Is offered for the capture

of

An-tlm-

U. N. M. Dramatic Club at Casino

FRIDAY NIGHT

& Co,

Cold Ave.

Butter Nut Bread
Better Than Ever

o

Pettine, the murderer of BeneCrime was comdetto Rerardinelll.
mitted In Albuquerque Monday, February 4.
C. A. and C. GRANDE.
Would the girl sooner be a young
man's slave than the old man's darling? Wealth's didn't buy the youns
lady's love.

OUT WEST

Borradaile
117 W.

. .

French Bakery .
202 East Railroad Ave.

J.

C.

BALD RIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
SUEKWIN-WILLIAM-

PAINT

S

Covers more, looks

the longest, most economical; full measure.

BUILDINO

PAPER

Always In stock.

Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors, Eta.

FUIST KTItEET AND

COAX.

Plaster.

best, wears

Lime,

AVE. ALDUQIEKQI E,

Cement.

NEv

MKX.

P.K

ALBUQUERQUE

MX

$25,000 SUPPLY

Verses As She Slew Girlhood Friend
TO

CITIZEN.

COMPANY

THE
POEM

T1IUKW
THE
SAID
SWINK,"
WHICH M HS. M'DOXAIiD CARRIER IX THE 8.MK HAND A8
ROMANCE
THE REVOLVER
OF IHCII OLD MIKE M'DOXALD.

FOR

IEXIC0
Fort Pitt Copper Company Is
t.
Capitalized For
$2,000.-000-Objcc-

Special Correspondence.
Chicago, Feb. 28. The swirl and
rush of events In the life of Michael
Canalus McDonald, erstwhile "gambling king" of Chicago, have found
their grand climax in the tragedy of
the killing of Webster S. Ouerln by
Dora MclKmald. the young wife of
the elderly millionaire "sport" und
business man.
Dora McDonald shot and kilted
Guerln, her girlhood friend and confidant In later years. Just after a
toriny scene In his ollice on the top
floor of the Omaha building.
Detective Wooldrldge was entering
the door when the shot was fired.
The officer had gone to Guerin's office to Investigate his business as a
supposed fraudulent scheme. Mrs.
McDonald had the pistol In her hand.
On the floor at her feet btld the dying man. The detective wrested the
weapon and a manuscript from the
hands of the woman. The manuscript was a crudely constructed
poem. In the following verses It disclosed a motive for the crime:
"Strange what people expect of me,
Are they blind or won't they see?
I am not a shepard to watch over'
sheep,
Into Satan's realms I'll take a peep
And see what It Is tempts others to
wrong.
Who go their way with a laugh and
and a song.
For my welfare how may they tremble
To those who love me I'll dissemble.
Now It Is I who needs some care,
For I am tired to death of saying beware!
Kill me If you will fur all is well,
I have saved you from everlasting
hell.
Have lifted you up when low you
were found.
Slowly and surely you are dragging
me down.

Mining.

7

L

wY-

MILS.

DOHA

M DOXAI.D.

millionaire gnmMlnit king. She took with l.or
sho went lo kill her girlhood friend, tiuerln.
Dora Feldmnn.
McDonald took a
great liking to her and when she
grew to womanhood he married her.
Sht? was a Jewess and he renounced
his own faith for hers.
Guerln, the dead man, was a girlhood friend of Mrs. McDonald. The
acquaintanceship continued. It is alleged that Guerln held a secret over
Mrs. McDonald's head
which
he
threatened to tell her husband and
that It was the cause of the shoot

M

ing.

The McDonalds have two young
Mrs. McDonald Is In the
children.
thirties.
BIG

o

MAIL

10

MIXEIl MEETS DEATH UN DEI j
TWELVE TON'S OF HOCK.

I found too late that I was wrong,
That love existed only in books and
song,

What has become of those pearls of
mine?
Oh, nothing I Just threw my pearls
to the swine."
Mrs. McDonald was locked up and
her white-haire- d
husband sent for.
When he arrived she was raving.
McDonald did not ask whether his wife
were unworthy, but took her in his
arms and promised to "stand by her."
Those who know him believe that he
will spend his entire fortune of millions to save her.
McDonald, at 6$. Is one of Chicago's financiers. Fifty years ago he
sold papers
in
the city. Twenty
years ago he was its gambling king,
with an Income, it Is said, of a million a year. Ills first marriage turned out unfortunately.
There were
scandalous charges in McDonald's
MIKE M'DOXALD.
for divorce.
Clilcago millionaire, who wan once suitAbout
this time there was a pretty
city's "gambling king."
little girl In his neighborhood named

few-fee-

The General Condemnation o!
or Secret Medicines

Patent

So-Call- ed

an injurious character, which

indulge in extravagant anil unfounded pretensions
to cure all manner of ills, and the

National Legislation Enacted to Restrict Their Sale
have established more clearly

than could have been accomplished in any other way

The Value and Importance o! Ethical Remedies.
Remedies which physicians sanction for family use, as they act most beneficially and
are gentle yet prompt in effect, and called ethical, because they are of

Known Excellence and Quality and of Known Component Parts.
To gain the full confidence of the
of the world and the approval of
the most eminent physicians, it is essential that the component parts be known to and
approved by them, and, therefore, the California tig Syrup Company has published for many
years past in its advertisements and upon every package a full statement thereof. The perfect purity and uniformity of product which they demand in a laxative remedy of an ethical
character are assured by the California Fig Syrup Company's original method of manufacture,
Well-Informe- d

known to the Company only.
There are other ethical remedies approved by physicians, but the product of
the California Fig Syrup Company possesses the advantage over all other family laxatives
that it cleanses, sweetens and relieves the internal organs on which it acts, without
disturbing the natural functions or any debilitating after effects and without having to
increase the quantity from time to time.
This valuable remedy has been loner and favorably known unilrr ilw nanu ct
Syrup of Figs, and has attained to world-widacceptance as the most excellent of
family
:in,l n
11
.rin.;..TULI
f
itc i.nro l.v-,l,'i:
known to physicians and the
of the world to be the best of natural
laxatives, we have adopted the more elaborate name of Sjrup of Fius and F.lixir of
oenna, as more luny descriptive ot the remedy, but doubtlessly it will always be
called for by the shorter name of Syrup of Figs; and to f;et its beneficial effects,
always note, when purchasing, the full name of the Company
California Fig Syrup Co.
plainly printed ot the front of every package, whether you simply call for Svrup
of Figs, or by the full name, Syrup of Figs ami Klixir of Senna, as Syrup of Figs
and Klixir of Senna is the one laxative remedy manufactured by the California Fig
Syrup Company, and the same heretofore known by the name, Syrup of Figs, which
has given satisfaction to millions.
The genuine is for sale by all leading druggists
throughout the United States in original packages of one si.e onlv, the regular price
of which is fifty cents per bottle.
Fvery bottle is sold under the general guarantee of the Company, fded with the
of Agriculture, at Washington. I). C, the remedy is not adulterated or
within the meaning of the Food and Drugs Act, June 30th, 1906
e

lltY.-ltivf-

Well-informe- d

Se-ret-

mis-brand-

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
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Notice Is hereliv irlvon ihnt Tmi
Grlego y Garcia of Carpenter, N. M.,
has filed notice of his intention to
make final flve-venronf In mnnAri
of his claim, vis: Homestead entry
no. 9678 made July 17, 1096, for
the SE
SE14. Sec. IB, Tp. 10 N.,
Ransre 6E.. and lot 1 nnd Rtcu nru.
,
Sec.
and lot 4, Sec. 1, Tp. 9N.,
uange 6E., and that said proof will
be made before United State Court
Commissioner H. W. S. Otero, at Albuquerque, N. M., on March 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
vis:
Venceslado Grtezo. Jnsn Armonta
Rafael Grlego and Carlos firleirn all
of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
nr
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NOTICE FOR. PUBLICATION.
Washington, Feb. 27. l.y driving
his seven-do- g
team hitched to his sled
Into the White House ground "Mustier" Ell .Smith, of Nome, Alaska, won
$10,000 in gold. At least, Eli says so.
and he also added, "Don't suppose I'd
make that trip for glory or my health,
do you?"
This statement ought to
be accepted for all, or at least part of
the big bet.
"Well, but I'm glad I'm here," sighed the Alaskan as he dropped Into a
leather seated chair In the ante-rooof the president's office. "Say, don't
you know It's quite a little trip down
rrom Nome, if you come by dog?" he
continued.
"I started on November
14, 1905, and have been moving along
all the time since I started with ten
dogs and wound up here with seven."
Just at this moment little Quentin
Roosevelt, the president's
youngest
child, approached and regarded Smith
with unfeigned admiration.
"Do you own the dogs?" he asked
the Alaskan.
"Ret I do," replied Smith. "Come
on with me and I'll show you the
whole layout." With that he led
Quentin outdoors, where the seven
dogs, harnessed to the strange
or wagon-slewere resting.
"Charles" Alters, one of the presi
dent's coachmen, had brought a
bucket of water and was giving the
thirsty animals a drink.
"They look a good deal like wolves"
remarked Quentin.
"Four of 'em are," replied Smith.
"Three of 'em are Ksqulmaus."
"I thought E8qulmau8 were people
that live up north," observed Quentin.
"They are," agreed Smith. "You are
right. I meant 'Esquimau dogs." uo
you want a ride? Jump in if you do."
Quentin leaped on the sled and
Smith gave two or three whoops to
the dogs and to the crowd of 600 or
600 persons that had gathered to In
spect the odd looking outfit. At first
the dogs made u bee line for the
street separating the White House
grounds from the War, State and
Navy building. The street at that
point is a dozen feet lower than the
grounds, and a shout of horror went
up from the crowd as the fleet footed
dogs seemed about to rush down the
steep steps and land the youngest
child of the president on the granitoid
walk. Rut no such accident occurred.
Smith gave a couple more strange
yells, put his foot on the odd brake
that controls the sled, and in an in
stant the vehicle made a sharp turn
and went down the walk. Quetln rode
in the sled to the gate and around the
curving road to the big front porch,
where a battery of cameras was waiting to snapshop the traveler from
Nome. Quentin scrambled out of the
sled before any of the photographers
could aim at him, exclaiming: "I
thank you very much,' 'to the owner
of the team, and disappeared.
Smith and his dogs were the talk
of the town. lie drove into town
through fashionable Connecticut avenue, having started from Galthers- burg, Md.
he drove the team
down V street and Pennsylvania avenue and was followed by a crowd of
11.cn and boys three blocks long.
According to Smith's story, E. J.
Pierce of Number Three Anvil, Alaska, bet $10,000 In Nov, 1905, that he
could not drive to the White House by
May 1, 1907. The money was put up
on both sides, and as soon as he Is
rested Smith says he Is going back
to Nome to gather in the $20,000. And
be won't drive the dogs buck either.
for be Is going by railroad nnd steam
ship, like any other traveler.
m

sled-wago- n,
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Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe. N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Daniel
Jlnso of Carpenter, N. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
nve-yeproof In support of his
claim, viz: Homestead
entry No.
9461 mad
May 22, 1906, for the
SW
SEK and SE SW14, Sec. 12,
Tp. 10N., Range 6E., and that said
proof will be made before H. W. S.
Otero, United States court commis
sioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
o prove
his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land.
vis:
Leandro Jaramlllo,
Jesus Garcia.
Donaciano Gutlerres
and Manuel
Gutierres, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL

$100,000.00
20,000.00

SURPLUS FUND

With ample Capital, Conservative Management and Representative
Board of Directors we are prepared to offer unexcelled facilities
for the transaction of all legitimate branches of Banking
Business.
O. N. MARRON.

HERNDON,

President; Wm.
Cashier;

FARR, Vice President; J. B.
ROT McDONALD. Assistant Cashier.

NOTICE FOK PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Eduar- do Carter of Chllili, N. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
proof In support ot his
claim, viz: Homestead
entry No.
6752 made Jan. 2, 1902, for the EH
NEK, Sec. 12. Tp. 8N.. 6E.. NW?4
NW14, Sec. 7. and SW14 8W14, Seo.
6, Tp. 8N.. Range 7E., and that said

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

five-ye- ar

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

proof will be made before H. W. a
Otero, United States court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 6, 1967.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of. the land.
sis:
Miguel Apodaca, Pablo Beldonado.
Cldllo Montoyo and Celso Carter, all
or Chlllll, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Notice These Buildings

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Carlos
Grlego of Carpenter, N. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
five-yeproof In support of his
claim, viz:
entry No.
Homestead
9679, made July 17, 1906, for the
SWK NWK. NW
SW14. Sec. 1,
and NV4 SE14. Sec. 2, Tp. 9N., Range
6E., and that said proof will be made
before the United States Court Commissioner. H. W. S. Otero, at Albuquerque, N. M., on March 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove
his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,

(we will give you street add. oases,
with numbers) if you wish to eee
what can te done with lumber ef the
lasting kind. We want your trade,
certainly.
Let's add that we ean
frove by quality and prloea thct we
deserve It.

ar

RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

CO.

Corner Third and Marquette

viz:

Venceslado Grlego Joso Armenta,
Rafael Grlego and Jose Grlego y
Garcia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
NOTICE FOK PUBLICATION.

Department
of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25. 1907.
Notice ts hereby given that Juan
Antonio Garcia of Carpenter, N. M.,
has filed notice of his Intention to
make final five-yeproof in support
ot his claim, viz: Homestead entry
No. 9297. made May 1, 1906. for the
SH SW14, Sec. 19, and N
NWIi,
Sec. 30, Tp. 9N., Range 6E.. and that
uld proof will be made before H. W.
8. Otero. United States Court Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
How's Thltf
We offer (in Hundi1 Dollars Reward March 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
for any case of Caiarrh thitt cannot be
J. to prove his continuous residence
cured by Halls Catarrh Cure.
CO., Tolwlo. Ohio.
C'JtKNh'tf
of, the land,
nave Known K. upon, and cultivation
We, the undersigned,
J. Cheney for the last 16 yeurs. and viz:
believe him perfectly honorable In all
Faustln Garcia, Pedro Garcia y
tiutilnt-stransactions and nnauclally able
to curry out any obligations nmcle by bis Tarda. Carlos Lopez and Jose Grlego,
all ot Carpenter. N. M.
nrm.
waidlnK, ivinn'in
aiarvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Cure la taken Internally,
Hall's Catarrh upon
Register.
the blood and muacting lilrectly
cous mirfact'S of the system. Testimonials
Vjo.
per
by
bottle. Sold
in free. 1'rlce
FEE'S PEERLESS HOMEMADE
all irupglst.
Take Hull s Family Pills for constlpa CANDIfS, AT WALTON'S DRUG

Uoa.
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LOPEZ

Mariano Ixipez. a contractor for
the Comanche Mining & Smelting
company, was suddenly killed in the
Hearst mine at Plnos Altos Thursday
night, says the Silver City Indepen
dent.
The accident occurred shortly before midnight.
Lopez and his partner were working on the third level.
His partner told Lopez that he would
go to a lower level for some water
and return in a few moments.
He
t
had gone down the shaft only a
when he heard the sound of a
cave-i- n
and at once gave the alarm.
A rescuing party was formed and It
was found that the unfortunate Lopez as burled beneath about twelve
tons of rock. Death was undoubtedly instantaneous.
It required several hours hard work to rescue the
remains.
The position of the body
Indicated that Lopez had sat down
to rest and await the return of his
companion when the fall occurred.
Had he taken his position two feet
distant from where he did he would
have escaped.
Tho deceased was about 22 years of
age and unmarried.
He was born
and raised in Grant county and was
a hard working industrious young
man of good habits.
Funeral services were conducted at Plnos Altos
Saturday morning.

Foil

Department of the Interior,
fetates Land Office.

NOTICE FOK PUBLICATION.

revontlcs" will promptly check a
the grippe when taken early
or at the "sneeze stage." Preventlcs
cure seated colds ns well. Preventlcs
(ire little candy cold cure tablets, and
Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis., will gladly
mall you samples and a book on colds
free, if you will write him. The samples prove their merit. Check early
colds with Preventlcs and stop pneumonia. Sold In Be and 25c boxes by
an arugglsts.

ALBUQUERQUE

Carlos Lopez, Federlco Lopez, Fau-stl- n
Garcia and Luis Garcia y Garcia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

Department of the Interior, United
States Land OfTlce.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Mel- choir Garcia of Carpenter, N. M.,
Ills filed notice of his Intention to
make final five-yeproof In support
of his claim, viz:
Homestead entry
No. 9298, made May 1, 1906. for the
SV4 NW14
and NH SW, Sec. 30,
Tp. 9N., Range 6E., and that said
proof will be made before H. W. S.
Otero United States court commis
sioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the ".and,
viz:
Candelarlo Ruiz, Pedro Garcia y
Garcia, Jose Grlego and Luis Garcia
y Garcia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

cold or

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Tls:

NOTICE

im.
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Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Ke, N. M.. Jan. 2S. 1907.
Notice ts hereby given that Luis
Garcia of Carpenter, N. M., ha Bled
notice of his Intention to make final
five-yeproof In support of his
claim, vis: Homestead entry No.
mo uade April 17, 1CI, for the
NW14 BE. NEK BWH, Be. 1,
Tp. 9 ON., Rang
IE., and that said
proof will be mad before II. W. 8.
Otero, United States court commissioner, at Albuquerque, K. M., on
March I, 117.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,

Mexico.

KILLS

CAVE-I- N

MARIANO

WEBSTEH S. Gl'KKIX.
Artist and promoter, who was shot
dead In his ollloe by Mrs. Dora McDonald.

V

Santa Fe. N. M , Feb. 2S. The fol
lowing articles of incorporation have
been filed In the ollice of Territorial
Secretary J. w. llnynoUH:
The Craig, Water. Light & Fuel
Co.
Principal place of business at
lexico, Uooscvelt county.
Terrltor
lul agent. It. C. Held, at Texlco. Caul
tai stock. 125.000. divided Into 250
snares of the par value of $100 each
commencing business with 115.000
'JDject, municipal and domestic en
terprises. Duration, fifty years. In
corporators, D. F. Craig, of Indepen
dence, Mo.; It. C. Reid and O. E.
Keld, both of Texlco.
Fort Pitt Conner Co.
I'rincinil
pluce of business in New Mexico at
Camp Sater, Union county.
Terri
torial agent, George E. McElwain, at
Camp Sater.
Capital stock, $2,000,-00divided Into 2.000,000 shares of
the par value of $1 each, commencing business wltli $1,000.
Duration
fifty years.
The company was In
corporated originally In Delaware and
filed amended articles of Incorporation to comply with the laws of New
0,

When soul finds its mate, it Is often
to lata,
To struggle and fight against conquering fate.
I've played for honor, life and love.
Have proved the strength of weak
woman's love.
You've heard
the old saying of
'Pearls before swine'?
I gave every pearl that once was
mine.
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Gambling King's Wife Held "Lost Love"
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Hoosier Kitchen Cabinet
pantry, cupboard and work
table combined. The only cabtop,
inet with an aluminum
made of the same material a
high grade cooking utensils.
Can be washed bright and
clean in an Instant, ready for
bread and
This
Is only one of the many good
features.
Write for booklet whether you
buy or not. It Is a pleasure to
deshow you this labor-savin- g
A

cake-makin-

J.

m.
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WRECK
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THE FURNITURE MAN.
Corner Goal and Second.
West End Viaduct
Phone S76
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Devoted Wife Takes Husband

to Court on Stretcher to
Help Win His Suit.

Fine Clothes

IN

GOTHAM
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Ryan-Kell-

Our showing for Spring and Summer excels
anything heretofore offered by this store.
Unusually bright and absolutely perfect in fit.
We want to show you through.
We will not urge you to buy, we leave it to you.

Mill Postponed Till

y

Monday-Australi-

Wonder--

an

Match.

Soccer

We are Exclusive Sellers in This City of
New York, Feb. 28. The fight between Tommy Ryan and Hugo Kclley
for the middleweight championship
of the world, which was scheduled
ofAsplnwall of this city, it has been
to bo pulled off at Rochester toficially decided that there Is no stanight, has been postponed until next
'
"Indignant,
on
E
tion
the line called
Monday night. The delay was made
is nothiDg
says the San liernardino Index.
at the request of Eddie McUride. of
through
came
the
The trouble all
Buffalo, who will referee the bout,
first encounter between the conductor
and a big crowd of Buffalo sports.
and a county subject.
My Spring line of Manhattan Shirts is in.
The bout will go six rounds and the
Several days ago the supervisors
men will weigh In at 158 pounds at
granted a ticket for a county ward
Seventy
Nettelton Fine Shoes
3 o'clock In the afternoon.
Our own $3,50 and $4.00 Shoes
from this city to Denver. The rail- ages.
per cent of the gross receipts will
roads grant the county a half rate
The accident happened August 13, go to the fighters, divided 60 per
for the transportation of cuch perUna
1906. Since that day, Mrs. Travers cent to the winner and 40 per cent
In
to
sons
In
and
case.
order
this
L
Fins
Identify the ticket, Agent Asplnwall said she hns known no rest. Night to the loser. Kelley hns been doing
Furnishings
wrote across the face "Indignant." and day she fought valiantly to save his training stunts In Harlem, devotThe passenger boarded the overland her crippled husband from death. Ig- ing his time mainly to road work,
in this city one night and It was not noring the duties of the household with a little Indoor work In the down
Itching rrtcs.
her town gymnasiums. His trainers ore
before the conductor began to and relying almost entirely upon
and every contestant will be
Only Trouble Is Providing long
COMING EVENTS
If you are acquainted with anyona
son for the enre of exerting their efforts to Increase his nothing,
wrestle with the ticket. He looked at
on the team
place
a
earn
to
required
who is troubled with thta distressing
speed and cleverness, considering
It sideways, upside and downside. In three younger children.
or
superior playing. Twenty-fiv- e
Against
ailment you can do him no greater
Her hair turned gray during these that his walloping abilities are al by
the shadow and under the light, but
the
from
be
selected
thirty men will
favor than to tell him to try Chamready sufficiently developed. Tommy contestants and these will meet In a
for the life of him he could not figure long months of constant agony.
ALMANAC EVENTS.
berlain's Salve. It gives Instant reWhen her husband, in his frenzied Ryan Is getting Into condition for the
out the destination of the passenger.
Day.
on
17.
St. Patrick's
Staten
March
of practice matches
lief.
Price !l centa per box. Sold
Finally he concluded that the letters ravings, tried to end his own life by mill at his Michigan fruit farm. His series
begins.
Spring
selecting
March II.
Island for the purpose of
by all druggists.
spelled "Indignant," and he straight- choking himself between the Iron bars mnnager states that he Is in need of the
Sunday.
24.
Palm
March
final team. An English profes
The arguments which were recently way began to consult his timetable, of the bed, Mrs. Travers held him but little training, as he is already in
March 25. Lady Day;
sional soccer player has been secured
advaaced against the proposed sixteen but could find no station of that name with the strength of despair till the the best of condition.
Is likely
It
doctors arrived and calmed the pa that a big squad of New York fight to coach the team during the two
I
hour law by H. U. Mudge, second vice even among the long list of new tient.
March 28 Good Friday.
weeks prior to sailing for London.
When life seemed almost ex
Sunday.
31
president of the Rock Island in charge towns which have sprung up along tinct in the man she loved the brave fans will go up to Rochester to wit Upon Its arrival there the team will
AND CURE TMK
Easter
LUNCO
March
ness the encounter.
May 30 Memorial Day of O. A. R.
of the operation of the system, In his the line of the new railroad.
Brigh
go
park
to
directly
at
Preston
and
soothed
woman
and
toiled
little
Finally he decided to take the matrp.rpnt unppnh hnfurn thft rnllrnRd com
ton, where one week will be devoted
Doo on Australian Wonder.
prayed by the bedside of the moriWITH
Uttee of the United States house of !ter UP wltn tne Passenger headquar bund. She did not give up. She won
Rising From tlio Grave.
the to practice before the game. Only
The coming of Bill Squires,
iresentatlves, have Just been made ters in Los Angeles, and telegrams a victory against the grimmest of Australian
manufacturer, Wm.
A prominent
heavyweight champion, to one game will be played and the
public in a little booklet, wheh has began to interchange between Mr. foes death, and when she appeared
N. C, relates
this country has aroused great curi- - team will return to America a day or A. Fertwell, of Lucama,
Finally
and the conductor.
been Issued by Mr. Mudge. The argu- Peck
a most remarkable experience. He
gent Asplnwall of this city was in court yesterday to tell the Jurors ouslty among the New York sports, two afterward.
ments follow In part:
Upon the occasions of the visits of says: "After taking less than three
ired, and he explained In a telegram whatever the lawyers would permit but most of them take the wonder
Met
"The title of this bill and its obto say there was a look In her ful claims made for that fighter with the Pilgrims and Corinthian English bottles of Electric Bittera, I feel like
SOofcSI.OO
0UGH8 an
ject, looks so reasonable that few, that the writing on the face of the her
grave. My trourising
from
one
the
supreme
detera
eyes
spoke
of
country
all
that
to
teams
soccer
this
Squires
has
Fret Trial.
OLDS
even of the railway officials, have Icket did not spell "Indignant," but mination to win that other light, too, several grains of salt.
ble Is Brlght'a disease, in the DiaIndigent," and that it was not the
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What miracles of energy and self- sacrifice may be wrought by a loving
wife was eloquently illustrated yesterday when Mrs. John Travers, accompanying her husband, who reclined on
a stretcher In the superior court, mod
estly told the Jurors the story of her
trials and privations since her husband was injured In a street car accident more than six months ago, says
the Los Angeles Examiner.
John Travers, the injured man, is
suing the Los Angeles and Redondo
Hallway company for $50,000 dam

KOHN BROTHERS, Chicago
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here from Wlllsrd.
of Santa Rosa, is

here.
Don't neglect paying your poll tax
before March 1st.
Mrs. OrpRory Tafto. of (Jallup, In In
the city vlfltlnK and shopping.
J. P. Dunlavy and John V. Cor-be- tt
are In from Mountalnalr.
Mrs. Henry Warren, of St. Joseph,
Arls., Is In the city vlsltlne; and shop-

SCHOOL SHOES
For Boys and Girls

ping.

ness.
II. I Henham. it well known citizen of Gallup, Is here on a business

tliat will stand hard wear Thrjr arc made of good, honest, all solid leather and hare the proper shape to fit the foot of
growing child wlUioot pinching. At the same time lltrj look neat
and dressy The clumsiness Is 1 'ft out of our children's shoes, not
the wearing quality. Olre the in a trial, they will save you money.

mission.

Hev. (', It. ltrcmhead and wife, of

Lngunii, are among the visitors In the
Duke City today.
County Commissioner A. tlrunsfel
returned on the limited today from
a goods buying trip to New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Dav;d Uosenwald and
Mrs. James Orumfold and son export
to go to Kl Paso (might for a short
visit to relatives.
There will be a regular meeting of
the ladles of the (J. A. It. at the nome
of Mrs. E. W. Fee. 709 South Third
street, at 2 o'clock, Friday afternoon.
Hobert Schoof. formerly rate clerk
for the Santa Fe at this point, who
has been spending the past month in
a tour of the republic of Mexico, returned this morning.
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. George
Dehn will be sorry to learn of the
death of their baby, which was born
n
Sunday.
on
The
mother, however, is doing well.
Cleo Kackley, an experienced tailor
and bushelman, has bought out Wm.
Olcasner, the Gold avenue tailor.
Mr. Gleasner says that he has not decided what he will turn his energy to
In the future.
P. F. McCannn, secretary of th3
Commercial club, returned home thi
morning from an extended trip eas;.
Mr. McCanna visited a sister at Oswego, and attended to business In
New York city.
Miss Minnie Mathewson, presurlp-tlonls- t
at the Highland pharmacy, is
recovering from an illness that has
confined her to
home for several
days, and hopes to be at the Btore
again within the next few days.
L. H. Barton, formerly with the
Harvey system, both at Las Vega
and here, but recently with the Jaffa
Grocery company, has accepted a po
sition as salesman for the Karickson
& Sab In Brokerage company.
The annual meeting of the Woman's club will be held tomorrow a:
3 o'clock, in the new club building.
Matters of Importance will come before the club and all members are
urged to be present.
Mrs. D. H.
Carns, secretary.
Word reached the city this morn
lng of the death of Abner Anderson,
foreman of the Santa Fe blacksmith
shops at San Marclal. Mr. Anderson
was one of the oldest employes the
Santa Fe road had at San Marcia'..
The end came last night, after a lingering illness.
Col. and Mrs. W. H. Cheatham,
formerly of the Alvarado but recently
of California, passed through the city
this morning en route to Kansas City,
where, it Is said, Mr. Cheatham wi'.l
consider entering the service of the
Harvey system again.
Mr. and. Mrs.
Maynard Gunsul breakfasted wltn thj
Cheathams this morning.
A house full of people greeted the
Holllngsworth Twins at the Elks'
theater last night The bill was the
"Two Orphans." Tragic, true to life
In many respects, and good wholesome amusement, the play was very
well staged, considering that
the
leading roles were played by children.
"A Soldier's Sweetheart" is the bill
tonight.
After their council meeting Navajo
Tribe No. 3. I. O. It. M. held a Boclal
in honor of the Ladles of D. of P.
Progressive high five was in order,
Mrs. Chas. Keppeler won the ladles'
prize, Martin Ryan won the gentlemen's prize; the consolation prizes
went to Jos. Keller and Dorothy
Refreshments were served, after which dancing was enjoyed
to a lute hour.
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Our LeadersThe Celebrated Richelieu Coffees

I18-120-

S.

Packages, 25c and
1 lb. tins, 46c.

per lb.

S5o

I

b.

I

t-- lb

tins, 86c.
.tins, $1.00.

Capitol Coffee
b.

bucket,
$1 00.

premium,

with
..

I
I

Golden Gate coffee
!Ib. tins, 40o.
I
tins, 80c
nothing like It In the city. Try
b.

Something

unique
Bulk coffee, 20c to 40c

jTl

can.

?'

T. T. BIAYNARD

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWELERS
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Wagner
Hardware Co.
Successors to Albuquerque Hardware
Co.

Foorth and.Rallroad Avenue

E

mm

Diamond

"Stex

You see a dollar show at the Elks'
15, 25 and 35 cents.

TODAY
. Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own pricesalmost
SEE US betore you buy

W

Do It Today
Learnard
Establishes'

1900

&

Potatoe mashers
Steak pounders
Rubber window cleaners
Double wire rack photo holders.
Pants hangers and creasers
Lantern burners, taking No.
wick

Paper

.
2

files

HATS!
Soft and stiff styles in the celebrated
Knox and Tiger Makes.

Lindemann,
2M W. Gold Arcane

See them for a correct showing of the Newest
and latest styles for spring J 907.

COAL

Genuine American block, per
ton
16.80
Cerrlllos Lump
S6.B0
Anthracite Nnt
$8.50
Anthracite mixed
$9.00
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
sizes
$9.50
Clean Gas Coke
$6.00
WOOD.

Green Mill Wood, per load.

.. .$3.23

Knox Hats

Tiger Hats

$3 & $5

$3

W. H. HAHN & CO.
Both Phones.

HONEY

10 lbs.

Nice

Extracted Honey for
Order by Postal.
W. P. Allen, Box 203, Albuquerque,
$1.00.

si

'1

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

13MM IB IE & ESIA (UJlEt3
115-11- 7

NORTH FIRST STREET

Between Railroad and Ccppar Ave.

YOU WILL FIND IT AT THE MAZE.
07c
08c
15c
10c
05c

Stoves and Steel Ranges

lc
08e

HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES

6 rolls toilet paper
25c
15c
Candle lanterns
01c
Sand paper, per sheet
We are showing one of the most
complete assortments of brushes to be
found In town.

Wagon Covers,

THE MAZE.
Win. KIEKE, Proprietor.
See Mr. Rodgers and Miss Marvin
In their funny minstrel sketch to
night, between acts, at the Elks' the
ater.
If you don't want to laugh.
stay at home.

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks,

TIN SHOP
In Rear of Store

Harness,
Horse Blankets,
Saddles,

Coming

"Out West."

DRR. 1IRSS & CLARK'S HEALING
POWDER CURES GALLS, CREASE
HEEL, CUTS, ULCERS, BURNS, IN
AND
SORES
DOLENT
OPEN
WOUNDS OF EVERY DESCRIP
OF
LARGE
VARIETY
TION.
REMEDIES FOR STOCK.
E. W. FEE.
602 SOUTH FIRST ST.
'PHONE 16.

Wholesale and Bofri1

HARDWARE

See Prof. Seymour's dogs perform
between acts tonight.

tlttttttttttUItT

Palace

Silverware,

AVE.

The Huston & Franklin show always does a big business. Because
why? They hire novelties and pay
big salaries; get the best actors the
profession affords.

We InTlte

o

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves, Fittings Steam and Water 0 a N
Supplies Hose and Belting.
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies. &

Mah Orders Solicited
(9

US.
rirat atroot
lie.403,11T.Normouth
dot,
tit riramtrmmt

Albuquerque, New Mexico

t

iittiittriTttrtii

COAL

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
W.50
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
PER TON

doctor Mccormick,
liquor
habit cured.
823

WOOD
12-2-

New Stiff Hats

John

Beaven

S.

502 SOUTH

For Spring Have Arrived

FIRT

STREET.

List your property with

Live Men
Crawford

Young's Nobby Shapes for Young Men

J JO

$3I00

&

Jones

South Second St.

BOUGHT. SOLO

TICKETS

R.R.

B. Stetson Hats of all kinds on display.

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
BmmmljBmmS.mBEBmZhi

Home Insurance the Best

90-5-

clothes are the bust made."

EXCHANGED

AND

AitoolMtlon Offlot

Transactions

E CANNOT refrain from again saying something about Home In
Every time that the proposition presents Itself of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the con
viction comes home with increased force that a home company ought to
bt patronized and the money remain In the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money into Eastern channels when It can be placed in home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It Is gratifying to note that home Insurance is year by year receiving
more and more Its just deserts. Statistics show that during the past
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here?
ness written.
It can If
every individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It is to keep his insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
Is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell its policies.
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ROSENFIEIO'S,

1

1

8 W. R. R. Ave.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
A1 THC

r.mnuftn

E

i

WIIITCOMU SPRINGS.
We will rent for the season the fa
mous Whltcomb Springs property,
M.
completely
John
.furnished.
Moore Realty Ci.

BIQ LOAD OF MILL WOOD
AND 12.75
FOR

John

First Showing
of Spring

NOV

theater for

TO THE PUBLIC.
We, the undersigned, have this day
sold to the Wagner Hardware com
pany the stock and good will of the
company,
Albuquerque
Hardware
who will collect all accounts due said
Albuquerque Hardware company and
pay all bills contracted by said com
pany. We also, in this connection
wish to thank you kindly for the very
liberal patronage extended to the At
buquerque Hardware company in the
tonight, past, and trust you will continue the
"A Soldier's Sweetheart"
at the Elks' theater. A beautiful lovs same courtesy to the new company,
story.
Yours very truly,
WHITNEY COMPANY.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
The horseshoers of Albuquer- LOST Black leather card case, conque in general have decided on 4
taining cards.
Return to Citizen
a slight advance In horse-shoofllce. Reward.
'
lng. owing to an advance in the
Beginning
"Out West," roaring comedy, by U. f price of material.
with March 1.
N. If. Bramatlc club, Casino, Friday.

west railroad ave.

m.ocu xobby

Girls, come tonight. See thlt beautiful love story at Elks' theater. IB,
25 and 35 cents.
Walking made easy by using our
Iredan heel cushions. Worn Inside
the shoe; better than rubber heels;
more spring, less weight, more wear,
less expensive, pneumatic, hygienic;
quickly adjusted.
Only 25c a pair.
C. May's Shoe Store, 314 West Rail
road avenue.

t

RAILROAD

i'iu,

In the purchase of a Piano

e-

THE

Dlimondi, Wfttcke. Jewelry, Cat iM
yovr trad tad fuartBUa a SQUARE DEAL.

In Out Window and in Oat Store

er.

piiet.

c iaiin

We can save you money

old-tim-

grlef-strlckc-

h-.-

GEO. W. HICKOX

Reports from the advance sale of
ticket for the University play, "Out
west," which Is to be riven at the
Casino tomorrow night, promise that
a large attendance will be present to
enjoy the play. "Out West" Is one of
George Townsends' popular comedies,
a"d It has never been witnessed by
an Albuquerque audience. The piece
is one In which the diversified population of the eatiy mining camp
lys Is fully represented, and In the
progress of the play many situations
of
merriment are devel
oped. The carefully creased tender- root Is thrown Into convulsions at the
sight of a grlmmy ftidlun stole, no
less than the mock reformer, who attempts to remonstrate with Broncho
Hill for playing poker. "One Lung"
the Chlnamnn, and Senator Juniper
Toots, a politician of the true political dye (which is "never say die."),
also assist In the fun.
The conventional dude, an exclte-abl- e
Irlshmnn, a susceptible old maid,
an
and his Insllencable
e
peddler
better half, a typical
and even a vllllan are not lacking In
the show. Altogether fourteen well- contrasted characters appear in the
cast.
The Dramatic club, which was organized several months ago, partakes
fully of the enthusiasm that always
enterprises
characterizes University
and the students are looking forward
expectantly to expressions of approval on the part of the public for "Out
West."
The committee on management of
the play consists of Mr. McMlllin, Miss
Walker and Miss Mordy. Prof. Crum
is the director of the play.

iw.

On Display and Sale

1

side-splitti-

Wlttenbery of Kl Paso,
Tex., Is In Albuquerque today on busiCharles

T11K KIND

MARCH

FRIDAY,

PERSONAL

TmmaAT, fkbruary

Believe Us

OUT WEST JIT CASINO

LOCAL, AND

-

EVENING CITIZEN.

HALL DANCING SCHOOL
Ladies Free

Admission 50e

!'- m'j;
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Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

